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2001 Lionel postwar 41 United States Army switcher, C7-8.
2002 Lionel postwar 6434 Poultry car in OB. The car has never been run. One wheel has a dent otherwise car is C9. The OB is
very clean and square with all flaps attached.

2003 Lionel postwar 42 Picatinny Arsenal switcher, C8.
2004 Lionel postwar 3424 operating Wabash brakeman car with 3424-100 low bridge signal set in individual OB and a 3444
animated Erie cop and hobo gondola car both in OB. The 3424 is C7 and the 3444 is C8. OBs have all flaps attached.

2005 Lionel postwar 68 Executive Inspection car, C7.
2006 Lionel postwar 6556 MKT The Katy stock car, C7.
2007 Lionel postwar B151 automatic semaphore factory sealed in blister pack, C10. The box is split on all four corners and has
tape repair.

2008 Lionel postwar 6464-450 Great Northern type IV boxcar in OB. Car has never been run, C9-10. The OB has all flaps
attached and cellophane front is intact.

2009 Lionel postwar 2344 New York Central F3 ABA diesel units, C6.
2010 Lionel postwar two X2458 Pennsylvania boxcars and a X2758 Pennsylvania boxcar. The X2758 boxcar has flying shoe
trucks and whirly wheels, C6-7.

2011 Lionel postwar Alaska freight set no. 1611, circa 1959 including; 614 NW2 switcher, 6162-60 gondola with three red
plastic containers and a 6027 caboose. The set is missing the 6465 tank and the 6825 flatcar with trestle. The switcher and
cars are C6.

2012 Lionel Postwar Alaska freight cars including; 6636 hopper in worn OB, 6162-60 gondola and a 6464-825 type III boxcar,
C6. The OB is missing an end flap.

2013 Lionel postwar 3429 U.S.M.C. helicopter flatcar missing the flatcar and a 6017-50 United States Marine Corps caboose in
a correct OB numbered 6017-60. The 3429 is C7 and the 6017-50 is C8. The OB is complete with all flaps.

2014 Lionel postwar stock cars; 3370 W & A Wells Fargo, 6473 horse transport car and two 3376 Bronx Zoo cars, C6-7.
2015 Lionel postwar 3562-1 black operating A.T.&S.F. barrel car with six wooden barrels and a yellow unloading trough in a
correct OB numbered 3562, C6-7. The box is complete with all flaps and shows some wear.

2016 Lionel postwar 362 barrel loader and a 3562-50 yellow A.T.&S.F. operating barrel car with an individual box of 362-78 six
barrels and a 364C controller, C7.

2017 Lionel postwar freight cars including; 3413 Mercury capsule launching car with instruction sheet in OB, 3509 Satellite
launching car, 6819 flatcar with helicopter and a 3512 fireman and ladder car. The 3413 has a broken railing and the rocket
is cracked. The helicopter on the 6819 has a broken leg support. The 3509 is missing the yellow antenna and the 3512 is
missing both side ladders and the lens cover. Cars are C5. The box is missing two interior flaps.

2018 Lionel postwar 2026 black 2-6-4 steam loco with a 6466W tender and a 2016 black 2-6-4 steam loco with a 6026W tender.
The 6026W tender has a broken step and is C6. The locos and other tender are C7.

2019 Lionel postwar freight cars 3650 searchlight with reel, 6520 searchlight, 3520 searchlight, two 6561 flatcars with reels.
The 3620 is missing the lens cover, 3650 is missing the crank and the 6561 has a broken reel. Cars are C6.
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2020 Lionel postwar freight cars including; 2456 black Lehigh Valley hopper, 6456 maroon Lehigh Valley hopper, 3469
automatic dump car, 3451 automatic log car with wooden logs and a 3559 operating dump car, C6-7.

2021 Lionel postwar 6672 Santa Fe reefer with black lettering, a 6672 Santa Fe reefer with blue lettering and 6356 NYC stock in
OB. All cars are C6. The 6356 OB has all flaps attached.

2022 Lionel postwar 2341 Jersey Central Lines FM Train Master diesel with a reproduction cab that looks like new. The chassis
is original and is C8.

2023 Lionel postwar freight cars including; 6802 flatcar with two U.S. Steel girders, 6477 bulkhead car with five silver plastic
pipes, 6436-110 red Lehigh Valley quad hopper with no built date and a 6822 searchlight car with gray searchlight base
and black searchlight. Cars are C8.

2024 Lionel postwar 6464-525 Minneapolis & St. Louis type IIb boxcar in OB and a 6464-500 Timken type IIb boxcar. Cars are
C8. The box has all flaps but some are detached.

2025 Lionel postwar 6464-25 Great Northern type I boxcar and a 6464-75 Rock Island type I boxcar both in OBs, C8. The OBs
have most all flaps attached.

2026 Lionel postwar Five-Star Frontier special train set no. 2528WS, circa 1959 in OB with original cardboard insert including;
1872 General 4-4-0 steam loco, 1872T tender, 1877 flatcar with sixes horses, 1876 mail-baggage car, 1875W illuminated
passenger car with whistle, twelve 31 curve sections of track, 39-25 packet with contents, 31-7 power blade connectors
packet and instruction sheets. The set is missing one 32 straight track section and a 48 insulated straight track. The set is
C7-8. The set box insert has some staining on the section by the loco. The set box is complete with all flaps and has some
staining.

2027 Lionel postwar 195 railroad yard floodlight with instruction sheet and original cardboard insert in OB, C7. The box shows
some wear. Also included is a 45N gateman, C6.

2028 Lionel postwar 726 black 2-8-4 Berkshire steam loco and a 2426W tender both in OBs with original cardboard inserts.
This is the harder to find version with a smoke bulb unit from 1946. The loco has a small bend on one corner of the cab.
Loco and tender are C6. The OBs are worn. The tender box is missing all flaps and the loco box is missing one flap.

2029 Lionel postwar 3361 operating lumber car with five wooden logs and instruction sheet in OB marked 3361X. This car is
the version with the 336155 number stamped to the right of the Lionel Lines. The car has very light run time and is C8-9.
The OB is clean with all flaps attached.

2030 Lionel postwar 2365 Chesapeake & Ohio GP7 diesel, C8.
2031 Lionel postwar freight cars; 6802 flatcar with two U.S. Steel girders, 6825 flatcar with arch trestle bridge and a 6017 brown
caboose all in OBs, C8. The 6802 box is missing some flaps. the 6825 box has a partially detached display panel and the
6017 has tape.

2032 Lionel postwar 6361 piggy back set consisting of a 6430 red flatcar, two white trailers and a red Midge Toy tractor, circa
1966, C7-8.

2033 Lionel postwar 6818 transformer car missing the transformer. The car is a factory error and is stamped on one side only.
The car is C6-7.

2034 Lionel postwar freight set no. 2173WS in individual boxes and set box including; 681 black 6-8-6 steam turbine loco,
2671W tender, 3469 automatic dumping ore car with a 160 bin, 6555 silver Sunoco tank, 3472 operating milk car with
platform and an individual box of 3462-70 magnetic milk cans, 6457 caboose, a UCS remote control track set missing the
controller, service center pamphlet, instruction booklet and sheets. One of the decals on the Sunoco tank is flaked. The set
is C7-8. The engine and milk car boxes have original cardboard inserts. The individual OBs show wear and some are
missing flaps. The set box is complete with all flaps and has orange and blue label.
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2035 Lionel postwar original catalog for 1952 with original mailing envelope, Official Book of Rules for Model Railroading
effective August 23, 1952 and a Building Kit acknowledgment form letter from Dan Magee. The catalog and Book of
Rules are complete and in like new condition.

2036 The Hobby House Inc., Cleveland, Ohio Lionel trains advertising flyer. Also included is a Firestone 1953 Christmas
catalog The flyer and catalog show some wear.

2037 Lionel postwar Electronic Railroad freight set no. 4110WS, circa 1948-49 containing; 671R black 6-8-6 steam turbine loco
with original cardboard insert, 4671W tender, 4454 Baby Ruth boxcar with PRR logo, 4452 black Pennsylvania gondola,
5459 automatic dump car with a 160 bin, 4357 SP caboose and a type ECU-1 14 watts train control transmitter. The set is
missing the accessories. The receiver is loose from the tender but included. The gondola is missing both L decals and the
caboose has one corner of the roof chipped. Set is C5-6. All cars but the gondola and dump car are in worn OBs.

2038 Lionel postwar four car freight set no. 2153WS, circa 1949 containing; 671 black 6-8-6 steam turbine in worn OB missing
all flaps, 2671W tender, 3469 automatic dump car, 2460 black Bucyrus Erie crane, 6520 searchlight car with orange
generator in a worn OB and a 6419 gray D.L.&R work caboose. The engine is C6. The back of the tender is broken. The
cars are C7.

2039 Lionel postwar original consumer catalogs from the following years; 1946, 1947, 1948, 1949, 1949 Layout, 1950, 1951,
1952, 1953, 1954, 1954 layout, two mini 1954 accessory catalogs and a 1955. The catalogs range in condition from worn
to like new. Please view photo to verify condition of individual catalogs.

2040 Lionel postwar original consumer catalogs from the following years, 1956, two 1957, 1958 accessory, 1959, 1959
accessory, 1960, 1961, 1962, 1963, 1964 glossy paper, 1964 pulp paper, 1965 glossy paper, 1965 pulp paper, 1966, 1968
and 1969. The catalogs range in condition from worn to like new. Please view photo to verify condition of individual
catalogs.

2041 Lionel postwar original instruction booklets for assembling and operating Lionel trains from the following years; three
1946, 1947, two 1948, 1949, 1950, three 1951, 1952, 1953 and three 1955. Also included are Lionel Service Station
pamphlets from 1949-1957. There are some multiple copies. The catalogs range in condition from worn to excellent.
Please view photo to verify condition of each booklet.

2042 Lionel postwar selection of miscellaneous booklets and posters including; planning, layouts and repair, cardboard train sets
and a Sounds of the Strasburg Railroad record in sleeve. Please view photo to verify selection and condition.

2043 Lionel postwar large selection of original instruction sheets. Please view photo to verify selection and condition.
2044 Lionel postwar original boxes only for the following; 157 illuminated station platform, 022 pair of remote control switches,
1122 pair of remote control switches, three UCS remote control track sets, type L.T.C. lockon, a master carton for 200
sections of O gauge straight track and an orange type ZW transformer with black printing. Please view photo to verify
selection and condition.

2045 Lionel postwar original boxes only for the following; 623 S.F.switcher, 2344P NYC, 6066T tender, 2426W tender, 2037
loco and one un-numbered box. Also included are a selection of original boxes only for rolling stock. Please view photo
to verify selection and condition.

2046 Lionel selection of postwar parts and accessories including; billboard frames, billboards, 160 bins, 2442 shell only, green
roof, cattle, barrels, cars, logs, 6469 Erie Liquefied Gases reproduction tank, milk cans, smoke pellets, lube, die cast signs,
206 and 207 bags of coal. Please view photo to verify selection and condition.

2047 Lionel selection of postwar parts including; light bulbs, lantern covers, transformer switches, track clips, miscellaneous
hardware, Life-Like track nails, caboose rail ends, controllers, selection of trucks and plastic men. Please view photo to
verify selection and condition.
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2048 Lionel large selection of parts and accessories including; screws, track pins, couplers, engine side bars and parts, rollers,
bulbs, electrical parts and wires. Please view photo to verify selection and condition.

2049 Hornby Trains no. 42381 half-dozen station hoardings in OB. One of the hoardings is missing. Set is C8. Also included
is a Hornby Series by Meccano Company railway accessories no. 1 miniature luggage & truck in OB. The set is missing
the truck and is C6.

2050 Lionel postwar 2383P/2383T Santa Fe F3 AA diesel units in OBs. The diesels have never been run and the silver is bright
and clean. Both decals are intact, C9-10. The boxes are clean with all flaps attached.

2051 Lionel postwar no. 1034 75-watts transformer factory sealed in OB, C10. The original box is clean and square with crisp
graphics.

2052 Lionel postwar 2321 Lackawanna FM Train Master diesel with maroon roof in a reproduction box. The diesel has never
been run. Both ends have hairline screw hole cracks. Diesel is C9-10.

2053 Lionel postwar 2046T Lionel Lines tender in OB that has an original cardboard insert. The tender is factory new and has
never been run, C10. The tender is in a 2046W OB that has been over stamped with a T. The box has all flaps attached.

2054 Lionel postwar 2338 Milwaukee Road GP7 diesel in OB. This is the version with solid orange band that goes through the
cab. The diesel has never been run, C9-10. The cab on this diesel has no box rubs and is difficult to find in this condition.
The OB is stamped with an X and is dated 1955. OB has all flaps attached.

2055 Lionel postwar 2328 Burlington GP7 diesel in reproduction box. The diesel has been professionally restored to look like
new and the chassis has never been run.

2056 Lionel postwar 2243P/2343C Santa Fe F3 AB diesel units in OBs. The diesels have never been run and the silver is bright
and clean. The units are C9-10. The 2243C box has an original cardboard insert. Both OBs are complete with all flaps.

2057 Lionel postwar two 50 gang cars, one with center horn and one with off center horn both in OBs, C7. The OBs are
complete and clean.

2058 Lionel postwar type ZW 275-watts transformer in a worn OB. The cord has been replaced. Transformer is C8.
2059 Lionel postwar two 6800 flatcars with airplanes. One of the airplanes is yellow over black and the other one is black over
yellow. One flatcar is C6 and the other flatcar and airplanes are C7-8. Also included is one OB. The OB has all flaps
attached and shows wear.

2060 Lionel postwar 394 dark green rotary beacon with nickel plate, instruction sheet and individual box for the beacon in OB
that has an original cardboard insert, C6. Also included is a 394 aluminum rotary beacon, C7.

2061 Lionel postwar 685 black 4-6-4 Hudson stream loco with a 6026W tender, C7. The tender is in an OB with original
cardboard insert. The box has all flaps attached.

2062 Lionel postwar 342 culvert loader with seven culverts and a 345 operating culvert unloader with 6342 red New York
Central culvert gondola, seven culverts, no. 90 controller, connecting ramp and instruction sheet in OB that has an original
cardboard insert. The 342 is C6. Both of the terminals on the 345 are broken off but included, otherwise set is C7. The
box has all flaps attached and has some tape residue.

2063 Lionel postwar 1656 black 0-4-0 steam loco with a 6403B slope-back tender, C6.
2064 Lionel postwar 3494-550 Monon operating boxcar. The door guides have some surface rust. Car is C6-7.
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2065 Lionel postwar 352 ice depot set with Lionel Icing Station, 6352 Pacific Fruit Express refrigerator car, 90C controller and
eight ice cubes all in OB. The car is C8 and the station is C7. The OB is complete with all flaps and has original cardboard
insert.

2066 Lionel postwar the General Old-Timer passenger outfit no. 1612 in set box containing; 1862 4-4-0 General steam loco,
1862T tender, 1866 mail-baggage car and a 1865 passenger car. The loco and tender are C7. The baggage has a corner of
the roof chipped off. Both passenger cars are C6. The set box is missing the insert and has tape on the lid.

2067 Lionel postwar 192 operating control tower. The roof has a couple of melt marks, otherwise tower is C7.
2068 Lionel postwar 681 black 6-8-6 steam loco and a 2076W tender, C7.
2069 Lionel postwar 465 sound dispatching station with microphone, antenna and instruction sheet in OB, C7-8. The box is
complete with all flaps.

2070 Lionel postwar 2352 Tuscan Pennsylvania EP-5 electric loco. The loco has some battery damage, C6.
2071 Lionel postwar 132 Lionelville passenger station and a 133 Lionelville passenger station. The 132 has a couple of melt
marks on the roof. The 133 has yellowed. Also included is a 256 Lionelville freight station. The stickers are missing on
the windows. All stations are C6.

2072 Lionel postwar 625 Lehigh Valley GE 44-ton switcher and a 627 Lehigh Valley GE 44-ton switcher, C6-7.
2073 Lionel postwar 282 Bucyrus Erie gantry crane with controller. The crane has been rewired, C7.
2074 Lionel postwar 3435 Aquarium car with yellow rubber-stamped lettering. The car has some minor box rubs, otherwise car
is C8.

2075 Lionel postwar 2345 Western Pacific F3 AA diesel units, C7.
2076 Lionel postwar 346 manual culvert unloader with seven culverts, C7.
2077 Lionel postwar 626 Baltimore & Ohio GE 44-ton switcher in OB. There is a screw hole crack by the screw that attaches
the cab to the frame, otherwise switcher is C8. The box is missing two interior flaps and shows wear.

2078 Lionel postwar 461 platform with truck and two white trailers in OB that has an original cardboard insert. The accessory is
C8, except for one trailer which has yellowed. The box is complete with all flaps.

2079 Lionel postwar 2344/2344C New York Central ABA F3 diesel units. The dummy A unit is missing one porthole cover.
The power A unit has a small GM decal and the dummy A unit has a large GM decal. The power A unit has a scratch on
top of the nose, otherwise is C7. The B unit and dummy A unit are C7-8.

2080 Lionel postwar three 395 floodlight towers, one green, one aluminum and one silver. There is a scratch on the base of the
green floodlight tower, otherwise towers are C8. Also included is a worn OB with instruction sheet.

2081 Lionel postwar 616 Santa Fe NW2 switcher with open E-unit and bell slots, C8.
2082 Lionel postwar 464 lumber mill with 364C controller, wooden logs and timbers, C7. Also included is a 264 operating fork
lift platform with forklift, 6264 flatcar, 90C controller and timbers, C6.

2083 Lionel postwar 611 Jersey Central NW2 switcher, C8.
2084 Lionel postwar 621 Jersey Central NW2 switcher, C7-8.
2085 Lionel postwar 38 pumping water tower with red roof, brown tower structure and a 96C controller, C6-7.
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2086 Lionel postwar 635 Union Pacific NW2 switcher and a 645 Union Pacific NW2 switcher. The 635 is C6 and the 645 is C8.
2087 Lionel postwar 455 oil derrick with red platform, green tower, four oil barrels, reproduction Sunoco sign and a 364C
controller, C7. Also included is a 415 diesel fuel station with a 90C controller, C6.

2088 Lionel postwar aluminum Pennsylvania passenger cars including; 2543 William Penn 2544 Molly Pitcher, 2542 Betsy
Ross vista dome and a 2541 Alexander Hamilton observation, C5.

2089 Lionel postwar 2350 New Haven EP5 electric loco with decaled nose trim and white N over orange H in OB. This is the
harder to find version with the orange and white stripes going through the doorjambs. The loco is C6. The box is complete
with all flaps.

2090 Lionel postwar two no. 70 yard lights, one in OB with inspection tag, C8-9. The OB is complete with all flaps.
2091 Lionel postwar 400 Baltimore & Ohio Budd RDC-1 passenger car, C7.
2092 Lionel postwar 2550 Baltimore & Ohio Budd RDC-4 baggage-mail car. The bottom of the frame has some minor spots of
corrosion, otherwise, car is C7.

2093 Lionel postwar 2559 Baltimore & Ohio Budd RDC-9 passenger car, C7.
2094 Lionel postwar 404 Baltimore & Ohio Budd RDC-4 baggage-mail car. The bottom of the base on the car has some spots of
surface corrosion, otherwise car is C7.

2095 Lionel postwar 356 operating freight station with two baggage carts and a 257 freight station with diesel horn, 90 controller
and maroon base. The 356 is missing the window stickers. The stations are C7.

2096 Lionel postwar 6220 Santa Fe NW2 switcher with ten stanchions and small GM decal, C7-8.
2097 Lionel postwar two 364 lumber loaders, one with a dark gray crackle finish and the other one with smooth finish with
wooden logs and both with 364C controllers. The lumber loaders are C6-7.

2098 Lionel postwar 623 Santa Fe NW2 switcher in OB, C7-8. The box has all flaps attached, shows some wear and has tape.
2099 Lionel postwar type ZW 275-watts transformer in a worn OB that has an original cardboard insert and instruction sheet, C7
-8.

2100 Lionel postwar 773 black 4-6-4 Hudson loco with a 2426W tender, circa 1950. The loco and tender have been restored.
2101 Lionel postwar 6464 silver Western Pacific type I boxcar with blue lettering and a 6464-175 silver Rock Island type I
boxcar. The 6464 WP is C6 and the 6464-175 is C7.

2102 Lionel postwar 6464-25 orange Great Northern type I boxcar, 6464-50 Minneapolis & St. Louis type I boxcar and a 6464
-75 green Rock Island type I boxcar, C6.

2103 Lionel postwar 6464-225 Southern Pacific type IIa boxcar and a 6464-300 Rutland type IIb boxcar. Two of the door
guides on the 6464-300 have surface rust and the car is C6-7. The 6464-225 is C7.

2104 Lionel postwar 6464-325 Baltimore & Ohio Sentinel type IIb boxcar, C6.
2105 Lionel postwar 2355 Western Pacific F3 AA diesel units. The units have reproduction decals. The frames have scratches
and are C6 The shells are C7.

2106 Lionel postwar 6557 Tuscan smoking caboose. The caboose has some box rubs on the top of the cupola, otherwise is C8.
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2107 Lionel postwar 2347 Chesapeake & Ohio GP7 diesel made for Sears. The yellow frame has been restored. The cab is C6.
2108 Lionel postwar four 58 cream lamp posts all in OBs. All of the lamp posts have some paint flaking on the bases. The lamp
posts are C7. The boxes show some wear.

2109 Lionel postwar 2365 Chesapeake & Ohio GP7 diesel. The frame is C6 and the cab is C7.
2110 Lionel postwar 97 coal elevator and a 497 coaling station with a 497C controller, C6-7.
2111 Lionel postwar 2353P/2353T Santa Fe F3 AA diesel units in individual OBs both with original cardboard inserts and paper
wrap and a master carton that also has an original cardboard insert. The units are C7-8. The 2353P box is sealed on one
end and has all flaps attached. The 2353T box is missing one interior flap and has tape repair on one end that is damaged.
The master carton is complete with all flaps.

2112 Lionel postwar 182 magnetic crane that has been rewired for layout use. The smoke stack on the crane is detached but
included. The crane is C6.

2113 Lionel postwar 2373 Canadian Pacific F3 AA diesel units. The chassis on both units have been repainted. The shells are
C7-8.

2114 Lionel postwar aluminum Canadian Pacific passenger cars including; three 2552 Skyline 500 vista domes and a 2551 Banff
Park observation car. The metal frames on the 2551 and one of the 2552 have been repainted. The metal frame on one of
the 2552 vista domes has rust. Cars are C6.

2115 Lionel postwar 2553 aluminum Canadian Pacific Blair Manor Pullman, C7-8.
2116 Lionel postwar 2554 aluminum Canadian Pacific Craig Manor Pullman. The stripes on the Pullman are faded. Pullman is
C7.

2117 Lionel postwar 55 PRR tie-jector with some wooden ties and a 3927 track cleaning car, C8.
2118 Lionel postwar two no. 60 Lionelville Rapid Transit trolleys, one with black lettering and one with blue lettering. Both
trolleys have two piece bumpers and are C8.

2119 Lionel postwar 41 U.S. Army switcher and a 51 Navy Yard New York switcher in a worn OB. The 41 has one broken
window strut and is C7-8. The 51 switcher has light run time and is C8.

2120 Lionel postwar 65 light yellow motorized hand car in OB The hand car has been test run and is C9. The box has all flaps
attached but the cellophane front is missing.

2121 Lionel postwar no. 65 dark yellow motorized hand car, C8.
2122 Lionel postwar 6464-825 Alaska type III boxcar. The car has never been run, however there is box rub on one corner of
the roof, otherwise, car is C9.

2123 Lionel postwar two 6464-425 New Haven type IIb boxcars and a 6464-900 New York Central type IV boxcar all with
AAR trucks, C7-8.

2124 Lionel postwar 984 plastic railroad set with instruction sheet in OB. The set is complete and has never been assembled,
C10. The OB is complete with all flaps and is bright and clean.

2125 Lionel postwar promotional Halloween General set no. X-507NA, circa 1960 including; 1882 orange and black 4-4-0
steam loco, 1882T tender, 1866 mail-baggage car, 1885 passenger car and a 1887 flatcar with six horses. Two of the
plastic stanchions on the loco are broken, loco is C6. The tender base is covered with rust. The top of the tender is C7.
The horse car has two broken steps, C5. The 1866 and 1885 are C6.
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2126 Lionel postwar Bronx Zoo giraffe cars including; 3376 green with yellow lettering, 3376 blue and a 3386 uncataloged blue,
circa 1960. The blue cars have white lettering. The cars are C7-8.

2127 Lionel postwar 614 Alaska Railroad NW2 switcher, C7.
2128 Lionel postwar 30 water tower with a 96C controller and a 138 water tower with a 90C controller. The spout is missing
off of the 138 water tower. The towers are C7.

2129 Lionel postwar 2348 Minneapolis & St. Louis GP9 diesel. On top of the blue section of the roof there is an area that is
scraped. Other than the damaged area the diesel is C7-8.

2130 Lionel postwar green passenger cars with gray roofs and yellow striping around windows including; 2400 Maplewood,
2402 Chatham in OB and a 2401 Hillside observation in OB, C7. The boxes are missing flaps and show wear.

2131 Lionel postwar 736 black 2-8-4 Berkshire steam loco and a 2671W tender. The tender has a screw hole crack in the front,
otherwise loco and tender are C7.

2132 Lionel postwar 397 operating coal loader with a 364C controller and a 456 coal ramp set with packet and, two mounting
posts, controller and bin both in OBs. The coal ramp set is missing the 3456 hopper car. The 397 is C8 and the 456 is C7.

2133 Lionel postwar 2245 Texas Special F3 AB diesel units. The A unit has some box rubs and scratches on the frame. A unit
is C7. The B unit is C8.

2134 Lionel postwar 2460 operating black Bucyrus Erie crane car in OB with original cardboard insert. The crane has never
been run, C9. The OB has all flaps attached with one interior flap that has a tear.

2135 Lionel postwar 2332 dark green Pennsylvania GG1 electric loco. The striping and lettering is mostly intact. Loco is C7.
2136 Lionel postwar 6460-25 Bucyrus Erie crane car the version with the harder to find red painted cab, circa 1954 and a 6560
Bucyrus Erie crane car with red cab. Cranes are C8.

2137 Lionel postwar 2346 Boston and Maine GP9 diesel. One of the fan domes on top of the diesel is missing the paint. The
diesel is C7-8.

2138 Lionel postwar 2359 Boston and Maine GP9 diesel.
2139 Lionel postwar 6420 dark gray D.L & W. work caboose with searchlight in OB that has an original cardboard insert. The
car has been test run and is C9. The box is missing two interior flaps.

2140 Lionel postwar 2363 Illinois Central F3 AB diesel units. There is battery damage on the A unit and unit is C5. The B unit
is C6-7.

2141 Lionel postwar 3530 GM generator car with searchlight, pole and base. This is the version with the black tanks. Generator
car is C7. Also included is a 3444 Erie operating cop and hobo gondola, C7-8.

2142 Lionel postwar 2339 Wabash GP7 diesel, circa 1957. The roller assembly has surface rust, otherwise rest of engine is C7.
2143 Lionel postwar type ZW 275-watt transformer in a reproduction box. The cord on the transformer has been replaced.
Transformer is C7.

2144 Lionel postwar 2240P/2240C Wabash F3 AB diesel units both in OBs. The A unit is C7-8. The B unit is C8. The 2240C
box has an original cardboard insert. The boxes show some wear.

2145 Lionel postwar 6520 searchlight car, the version with the harder to find green generator in a worn OB, C7-8.
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2146 Lionel postwar 2321 Lackawanna FM Train Master Diesel with a gray roof. Both ends have screw hole cracks. Diesel is
C6.

2147 Lionel postwar freight cars including; 6456 black Lehigh Valley hopper, 3461 green operating log dump missing the logs,
3461 black operating log dump car missing the logs, 6465 silver Sunoco two dome tank and a 6427 porthole caboose. Cars
are C7 except for the caboose which has damage on the bottom and is C6.

2148 Lionel postwar 2331 Virginian FM Train Master diesel the version with an unpainted blue body and yellow painted stripes.
There is a screw hole crack on one end of the diesel. The diesel has a couple of minor scratches on the roof, otherwise is
C8.

2149 Lionel postwar 157 illuminated station platform with a maroon base in OB and a 145 automatic gateman with packet
containing four uncoiled wires and a 145C contactor in OB with original cardboard insert. The 157 is C8. The 145 has a
couple of spots of glue near the base of the cross buck sign, otherwise is C8. Both boxes are clean and square with all flaps
attached.

2150 Lionel postwar no. 444 construction set in the original metal case. Set includes original cardboard inserts, a construction
manual dated 1947 and a yellow poster. The construction set appears to be complete and is C7-8. The metal case has
paper labels intact on the inside and outside of the lid. The lid has some paint flaking.

2151 Lionel postwar 128 newsstand and a 445 switcher tower. The newsstand is missing the fire hydrant, newspaper, has melt
marks on the base and one terminal is bent. Newsstand is C5. The man that is supposed to positioned on the balcony on
the 445 tower is broken off. Switch tower is C6. Also included is a 197 rotating radar antenna. The railing around the top
has sections broken off and some of the side rails are broken, C5.

2152 Lionel postwar 629 Burlington GE 44-ton switcher. The red frame on the switcher has been restored and the cab is C7.
2153 Lionel postwar 350 engine transfer table with hardware in OB that has original cardboard inserts, C7. The box is complete
with all flaps.

2154 Lionel postwar two 350-50 transfer table extensions, C6-7.
2155 Lionel postwar 69 motorized maintenance car with instruction sheet in OB that has an original cardboard insert, C8. The
box is worn.

2156 Lionel postwar 54 ballast tamper, C8.
2157 Lionel postwar 3360 operating Burro crane with packet containing instruction sheet, tube of lubricant and reversing stop in
OB that has an original cardboard insert. The crane has very light run time, C8. The OB has all flaps attached and shows
some wear.

2158 Lionel postwar 52 fire fighting car in OB, C8. The OB is complete with all flaps and is clean.
2159 Lionel postwar type KW 190-watts transformer in a worn OB and two type 1033 90-watt transformers. The KW and one
of the 1033 transformers have replaced cords. Transformers are C6-7.

2160 Lionel postwar 6250 Seaboard NW2 switcher, the version with the rubber-stamped wide spaced lettering, C8.
2161 Lionel postwar freight cars; 6362 rail truck car, 6415 silver Sunoco three dome tank car and a 6477 Miscellaneous car with
four silver plastic pipes all in OBs. The tank car has box rubs on the domes, otherwise, cars are C8. The 6362 box is
missing most flaps and the other to boxes have all flaps attached.
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2162 Lionel postwar super O gauge General set no. 2528WS containing; 1872 General 4-4-2 steam loco with a 1872T tender,
1876 mail-baggage car, 1875W illuminated passenger car with whistle and a 1877 flatcar with six brown horses. The loco,
tender and horse car are C7. The 1875W has a broken railing on one end of the car. There is a damaged spot on the
baggage car roof. The baggage and passenger cars are C6.

2163 Lionel 3494-275 State of Maine BAR operating boxcar and a 3494-1 New York Central System Pacemaker operating
boxcar, the version with the unpainted red body and gray painted roof, ends and lower half of the body. The 3494-1 is C8.
The plunger is missing on the 3494-275 and car is C7.

2164 Lionel postwar 600 MKT NW2 switcher, harder to find version with gray painted frame and yellow painted platform
railings. The switcher is C6.

2165 Lionel postwar 600 MKT NW2 switcher with a gray painted frame. The end is cracked on one end near the screw hole
area. The switcher is C5.

2166 Lionel postwar aluminum Santa Fe passenger cars including; two 2563 Indian Falls Pullmans, 2562 Regal Pass vista dome
and a 2561 Vista Valley observation car. Cars are C7-8.

2167 Lionel postwar 2338 Milwaukee Road GP7 diesel. There is a large spot of paint missing on the cab roof. Diesel is C6.
2168 Lionel postwar 313 Bascule Bridge with frame and packet containing insulating pins, 96C controller and special track
section in OB that has original cardboard inserts. The bridge has some minor spots of surface corrosion, otherwise bridge
is C7. The box is complete with all flaps. The box has some staining and writing on it.

2169 Lionel postwar 624 Chesapeake & Ohio NW2 switcher the version with ten stanchions in a worn OB. The decals have a
couple of minor flakes. Switcher is C7-8.

2170 Lionel postwar 450 signal bridge with a 153C contactor and two 410 billboard blinkers in OBs. The bridge is C7 and the
billboard blinkers are C8.

2171 Lionel postwar 2343P/2343C/2343T Santa Fe F3 ABA diesel units with screen roof vents. The 2343P unit is missing three
porthole covers and the other one is reproduction. The 2343T has all reproduction porthole covers. The diesel units are
C6.

2172 Lionel postwar original boxes only for 2343P/2343T Santa Fe AA diesel units. Both individual OBs have original
cardboard inserts. The power A unit box is sealed on one end and has all flaps attached on the other end. It is stamped
with two Xs on both ends. The 2343T box has all flaps attached. Also included is the master carton only for the 2343
diesels. The master carton is dated 1950 and has all flaps attached. The cloth tape is split on one corner.

2173 Lionel postwar 2023 Union Pacific Alco AA diesel units with silver bodies and gray roof. The battery cover has been
replaced on the power A unit. Units are C5.

2174 Lionel postwar silver passenger set no. 1464W, circa 1953 containing; 2033 Union Pacific Alco AA diesel units, 2421
Maplewood Pullman, 2422 Chatham Pullman and a 2423 Hillside observation. Set is C5.

2175 Lionel postwar 195 water tower with blinker light in OB with original cardboard insert. The water tower has a red tower
structure. Except for a couple of scuff marks on the roof, tower is C8. The box is complete with all flaps.

2176 Lionel postwar 600 MKT NW2 switcher and a 610 Erie NW2 switcher. The 600 switcher is C7. The frame on the 610 is
C6 and the shell is C7.

2177 Lionel postwar 132 Lionelville passenger station in OB with original cardboard insert, C8. Also included is a 256
Lionelville freight station in OB, C7-8.
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2178 Lionel postwar 622 A.T.& S.F. NW2 switcher, the version with the number 622 also stamped on the front of the switcher,
C7.

2179 Lionel postwar 622 A.T.& S.F. NW2 switcher, the version with no number stamped on the front of the switcher. Switcher
is C7.

2180 Lionel postwar 413 countdown control panel with instruction sheet in OB, C9-10. The box has all flaps attached, except
for one interior flap which is detached but included.

2181 Lionel postwar 2379 Rio Grande F3 AB diesel units. The power A unit has some minor battery damage and surface
corrosion on one pick up roller assembly and the battery cover. The frame on the A is C6 and the cab is C7. The B unit is
C7.

2182 Lionel postwar freight cars; 3419 flatcar with a broken Navy helicopter, 3470 target launching car missing the plastic cage
blower and balloons, 6512 cherry picker and a 6650 rocket launcher car with rocket. The cars are C7.

2183 Lionel postwar 45 U.S. Marines mobile launcher with four rockets and a 6017-50 United States Marine Corps caboose.
The 45 is C7 and the caboose is C8.

2184 Lionel postwar 6820 aerial missile transport car with Navy helicopter and a 3830 operating submarine car with a 6830 U.S.
Navy submarine. Cars are C8.

2185 Lionel postwar 520 LL Boxcab electric loco with a black pantograph, C7. Also included is a 60 Lionelville Rapid Transit
trolley with a solid piece bumper section and blue lettering, C8.

2186 Lionel postwar freight cars; 3419 flatcar missing helicopter, two 6820 missing the loads, 6413 Mercury Project Cape
Canaveral car missing the load and a 3413 Mercury capsule launching car missing the rocket and most of the railing on the
platform. Please view photo to verify selection and condition.

2187 Lionel postwar 2328 Burlington GP7 diesel, C6.
2188 Lionel postwar 3540 operating radar car and a 3545 operating TV monitor car in OB. The antenna on the 3540 has been
repaired, otherwise cars are C8. The 3545 OB is missing all flaps on one end.

2189 Lionel postwar 601 Seaboard NW2 switcher. The front of the switcher is cracked where the screw is located. Also
included is a 633 Santa Fe NW2 switcher. The front of the switcher is cracked where the screw is located. Switchers are
C6.

2190 Lionel postwar freight cars; 6151 flatcar with cream frame and Range Patrol truck, 6014 Airex boxcar, 3376 Bronx Zoo
giraffe car and a 3386 Bronx Zoo giraffe car. The 6151 is C7 and the other cars are C8.

2191 Lionel postwar 2367P/2367C Wabash F3 AB diesel engines both in OBs, C7-8. The 2367P box is sealed on one end and
has all flaps attached on the other end. The 2367C box is worn and has an original cardboard insert.

2192 Lionel postwar Type ZW 275-watts transformer in a worn OB. The cord has been replaced, transformer is C7-8.
2193 Lionel postwar silver passenger cars with red lettering and window striping; 2445 Elizabeth Pullman, 2432 Clifton vista
dome and a 2436 Summit observation. Cars are C5.

2194 Lionel postwar X3464 Santa Fe operating boxcar and a X6454 Pennsylvania boxcar in OBs. Also included is a 3461
operating log car missing the logs and a 3472 automatic refrigerator car with stand and seven milk cans. The door guides
on the 6454 have surface rust. The cars are C6-7.

2195 Lionel postwar 2321 Lackawanna FM Train Master diesel with a maroon roof. Both ends have screw hole cracks,
otherwise diesel is C7-8.
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2196 Lionel boxcars including; 6464-275 State of Maine BAR type IIa, 6464-300 Rutland type IIb and a 6464-400 Baltimore &
Ohio type IIb, C5.

2197 Lionel postwar two no. 58 cream lamp posts in OBs. One is C8 and the other one has a couple of minor chips and is C7-8.
The OBs are complete with all flaps

2198 Lionel postwar aluminum gold stripe Presidential special passenger cars including; 2523 President Garfield Pullman, two
2522 President Harrison vista domes and a 2521 President McKinley observation. The aluminum on the cars is bright and
clean. The cars have been test run, C9.

2199 Lionel postwar 3656 orange cattle car with Armour decal on both doors, 3656-9 figures for cattle car, corral and ramp. The
corral is the harder to find version with a fixed platform assembly, orange gates and a chain. The car and corral are C7.
The car is in a worn OB.

2200 Lionel postwar 2343 Santa Fe F3 power A diesel unit. This is the earliest production version with the red and white GM
decal above Built by Lionel. Diesel is C6-7.

2201 Lionel postwar 6376 Circus stock car missing one of the doors, 6356 yellow New York Central heat stamped stock car and
a 6472 REA refrigerator car. The 6472 is C7-8 and the stock cars are C6.

2202 Lionel postwar 2322 Virginian FM Train Master diesel engine with unpainted blue body. The frame has battery damage
and heavy rust inside and out and has been partially repainted. Both ends of the cab are cracked by the screw holes and one
end of the cab was cracked and repaired. The frame is C4 and the shell is C5.

2203 Lionel postwar freight cars; X3464 AT&SF operating boxcar missing the man, X3464 New York Central boxcar missing
the man and the plunger and 6465 silver Sunoco two dome tank. Also included is a 4454 electronic control Baby Ruth
boxcar missing the electronic control receiver. The tank is a C5 and the other cars are C6.

2204 Lionel postwar two 156 station platforms. One of the platforms has a broken section of fence on one end. Platforms are
C7.

2205 Lionel postwar Bronx Zoo giraffe cars including; 3376 green with yellow lettering, 3376 blue and a 3386 uncataloged blue,
circa 1960. The blue cars have white lettering. The cars are C7-8.

2206 Lionel postwar 195 floodlight tower with a tan base and a 199 microwave relay tower, C8.
2207 Lionel postwar 2350 New Haven EP-5 electric loco with decaled nose trim and white N over orange H. Both decals have
been replaced and there is a paint touchup on one side. Loco is C6.

2208 Lionel postwar accessories; 140 banjo signal, 151 semaphore with green base and yellow blade, 153 block control signal,
three 154 crossing signal with three variations of the cross bucks, two 252 crossing gates all with contactors. One of the
252 crossing gates has a cracked base on one end. The accessories are C6.

2209 Lionel postwar 2356 Southern F3 ABA diesel units. Most of the portholes have been replaced. Units are C7-8.
2210 Lionel postwar accessories; 394 red beacon, 395 green floodlight tower and two 494 beacons, one silver painted and one
red. Accessories are C6-7, except for the red 494 which is C7-8. The 494 beacons each have an OB. One OB has all flaps
attached except for an exterior flap which is detached but included. The other OB has all flaps attached.

2211 Lionel postwar 628 Northern Pacific GE 44-ton switcher, C6.
2212 Lionel postwar 456 coal ramp with a 456C controller that is cracked in a worn OB and a 397 coal loader with a blue
generator with a 364C controller. The string is broken on the 456 coal ramp. The ramp and loader are C6-7.
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2213 Lionel postwar 2343T Santa Fe F3 dummy A unit missing all porthole covers. Also included is a 2343C Santa Fe F3 B
unit.
Units are C6.

2214 Lionel postwar 97 coal elevator with 97C controller. A hole is drilled with a screw on the front of the base, otherwise
elevator is C7.

2215 Lionel postwar aluminum passenger cars including; 2530 Railway Express Agency baggage car, 2532 Silver Range vista
dome, 2533 Silver Cloud Pullman, 2534 Silver Bluff Pullman and a 2531 Silver Dawn observation. The cars are the
version where the name plates are attached with round head rivet. Cars are C7.

2216 Lionel postwar 2532 Silver Range vista dome in OB with original cardboard insert. This is the version with the name
plates attached with hex head screws. Car is C7-8. The box has two interior flaps missing.

2217 Lionel postwar accessories; 362 barrel loader with six wooden barrels, missing the car, 3656 stock yard and ramp only
missing cattle car, 445 switch tower, 456 coal ramp with a 456C controller and a 256 illuminated freight station missing the
signs. The man is missing on the balcony platform and the 256 has a chipped roof. Accessories are C6.

2218 Lionel postwar 624 Chesapeake & Ohio NW2 switcher the version with ten stanchions in a worn OB. The decals have a
couple of minor flakes. Switcher is C6.

2219 Lionel postwar accessories; 450 signal bridge with a 153C contactor, two 111 trestle sets, one in OB with all flaps, 110
trestle set in OB and eight LTC lockons. Please view photo to verify selection and condition.

2220 Lionel postwar 57 AEC switcher that has two corners on the cab chipped. There is a hairline crack by one of the screws.
The cab has yellowed due to age. Switcher is C6.

2221 Lionel postwar three 50 gang cars, one with center horn and two with offset horns. Two of the gang cars are missing the
railings, two of them have reproduction pieces where the men are attached and one is missing a man. Also included is a 60
Lionelville Rapid Transit trolley with solid bumper piece. The lettering on the trolley is faded. The wheels on one gang
car are covered in rust and is C5. The other two gang cars and the trolley are C5-6.

2222 Lionel postwar three 395 floodlight towers, one aluminum, one green and one red. The red tower has been partially
repainted. The aluminum tower has green paint spray on the bottom part of the structure. Please view photo to verify
selection and condition.

2223 Lionel postwar 6464-175 silver Rock Island type I with blue lettering and a 6464-100 silver Western Pacific type IIa
boxcar with a yellow feather, C7.

2224 Lionel postwar General Western & Atlantic 1862T tender, 1866 mail/baggage car and a 1865 coach that has a broken step
that is included. Also included is a General 1862 4-4-0 engine missing parts. The tender is C6 and the cars are C5.

2225 Lionel postwar 59 U.S. Air Force Minuteman switcher. The cab has some yellowing due to age. The railings have minor
corrosion. Switcher is C6-7.

2226 Lionel postwar 3662 automatic refrigerated milk car with platform and a 3444 animated Erie cop and hobo gondola with
instruction sheet in OB. The cars are C7 and the stand is C5. The 3444 box is complete with all flaps.

2227 Lionel postwar type ZW 275-watts transformer in a reproduction box. There is rust on the bottom of the base and the cord
has been replaced. The base of the transformer is C5 and the top of the transformer is C7-8.

2228 Lionel postwar three 6404 flatcars missing loads. One of the cars has disc couplers and the other two have fixed couplers.
Cars are C6-7.
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2229 Lionel postwar accessories including; two 153 block signals, two 151 automatic semaphores, three 154 automatic highway
signals and three 252 crossing gates. Please view photo to verify selection and condition.

2230 Lionel postwar accessories; 155 blinking light signal with bell, 163 single target block signal, two 253 block signals,
missing the signal heads, 262 highway crossing gate and two 353 trackside control signal. Accessories are C6-7.

2231 Lionel postwar freight cars including; 6801 flatcar with boat that has blue hull and a white deck that has yellowed due to
age, 3309 turbo missile launching car, 3419 helicopter car missing the helicopter and a 6500 Beechcraft Bonanza transport
car missing the airplane, C7.

2232 Lionel postwar 2378 Milwaukee Road F3 power A diesel unit. The unit has a replaced nose decal. The unit is C7. The
shade of gray on the A unit cab is different than the shade of gray on the B unit cab listed in lot 2233.

2233 Lionel postwar 2378 Milwaukee Road F3 B unit, the harder to find version with yellow roof stripes on the roof edge. The
B unit is C7. The shade of gray on the B unit cab is different than the shade of gray on the A unit cab listed in lot 2232.

2234 Lionel postwar four no. 58 cream lamp posts in OBs. One of the lamp posts has a cracked shade and the other lamp posts
are C7. The OBs have most of the flaps attached.

2235 Lionel postwar 145 automatic gateman with a 145C contactor and a 445 operating switch tower with packet and 145C
contactor in OB that has an original cardboard insert. There are a couple of spots of glue on the 145 base and the cross
buck is missing, otherwise accessory is C7. The 445 is C8. Boxes are complete with all flaps and are clean.

2236 Lionel postwar four 494 rotating beacons, two red and two silver. One of the silver beacons has green paint spray on the
bottom base. The beacons are C6-7.

2237 Lionel prewar/postwar two 1045 flagmen, one with a brass cross buck and one with a nickel cross buck. The flagman with
the nickel cross buck is missing one arm. Also included are Lionel postwar four 71 lamp posts, two that have been
repainted gray, two 35 boulevard lamps missing the tops and a 64 street lamp that has been repainted gray and has a broken
arm brace. Please view photo to verify selection and condition.

2238 Soviet Union gateman produced in the 1950s which was a copy of the Lionel 45 gateman. This is the early version of the
Russian gateman which had the initials MEP stamped into the tool box lid. The gateman is C7.

2239 Lionel postwar accessories; 30 water tower with a cracked roof and tank and the spout if broken off, milk stand with the
platform painted brown, cattle corral, 256 freight station, 394 red beacon missing the beacon cover, two 494 beacons, one
red and one silver and 445 switch tower with both men missing. Please view photo to verify selection and condition.

2240 Selection of postwar Greenbergs Price Guides to Lionel Trains by Bruce G. Greenberg including; O and O-27 Trains 1945
-1979, Postwar O and O-27 Trains, 1945-1969, Volume II 1945-1969, 1945-1969 10th Anniversary and 1945-1969
Volume I-Motive Power and Rolling Stock 1990 Edition. Books are complete and in excellent to like new condition.

2241 Selection of toy train reference books; Greenbergs Lionel Postwar Operating Instructions with Layout Plans by Winston
Lill, Jr., The Lionel Train Book by Robert Schleicher, Greenbergs Model Railroading with Lionel Trains by Roland E.
LaVoie, Operating O and O-27 Trains: A Comprehensive Guide To The Design, Construction and Operation of A Layout
for Lionel Trains by Maury D. Klein and Bruce C. Greenberg and Model Railroading A Family Guide by Bruce C.
Greenberg.

2242 Selection of toy train reference books; A Century of Lionel Timeless Toy Trains by Dan Ponzol, Great Toy Train Layouts
of America by Tom McComas and James Tuohy, The Story of Joshua Lionel Cowen & His Lionel Train Company: All
Aboard by Ron Hollander and Greenbergs Guide to Trains Volume II: 1945-1969 Behind the Scenes by Bruce C.
Greenberg. The books are complete and in like new condition.

2243 Lionel postwar service manual sheets in a black binder. Sheets include locomotives, motorized unit, E-units, smoke,
generators and tenders. These sheets are copies of the original.
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2244 Lionel postwar service station manual sheets in two black binders. Sheets include accessories, HO, lamps, trucks and tools.
These sheets are copies of the original.

2245 Lionel postwar service station manual sheets in two black binders. Sheets included operating and non-operating cars,
switches and transformers. These sheets are copies of the original.

2246 Lionel postwar service manual sheets in a black binder. Sheets include locomotives, motorized unit, E-units, smoke,
generators and tenders. These sheets are copies of the original.

2247 Selection of toy train reference books and magazines; The Complete Book of Model Railroading by David Sutton,
Handbook for Model Builders in black binder, copy of the original, Scenery for Model Railroads by Bill McClanahan,
Railroad Model Magazines, Model Railroader Magazines, miscellaneous paperback books. Please view photo to verify
selection and condition.

2248 Lionel postwar 30 water tower with 96C controller and 138 water tower. The tank on the 30 water tank has cracked, C5.
The 138 is C7.

2249 Plasticville U.S.A. HS-6 hospital kit and a AP-1 airport hangar kit both in OBs. Both kits have some pieces missing. OBs
show minor wear.

2250 Lionel postwar 2343 Santa Fe F3 AA diesel units. The decals have some crazing. The diesel units are C7.
2251 Lionel postwar 3424 dark blue operating Wabash boxcar missing the man and a 3424 light blue operating Wabash boxcar
with a white man. The boxcars have rust on the bases and are both C6.

2252 Lionel postwar 6414 Evans automobile car with four cars and a 6511 pipe car with five silver plastic pipes both in OBs.
Cars are C8. Both OBs have all flaps attached and the pipe box has some tape repair.

2253 Lionel postwar 3620 rotating searchlight car with orange generator, gray searchlight and instruction sheet and a 3444 Erie
animated cope and hobo gondola in OBs, C8. Both OBs have all flaps attached.

2254 Lionel postwar 6445 Fort Knox Gold Bullion transport car with coin slot in OB. The car is C7-8. The box has all flaps
attached with some tape repair.

2255 Lionel postwar 3519 automatic satellite launching car with instruction sheet and a 6175 rocket car with a US Navy rocket
both in OBs. The 3519 has never been run, C9. The tip of the rocket on the 6175 car is missing, otherwise car is C8. Both
OBs have all flaps attached except for one coupler flap on the 6175 box.

2256 Lionel postwar 3545 operating TV monitor car in a worn OB, C8.
2257 Lionel postwar no. 60 Lionelville Rapid Transit trolley with blue lettering, two piece bumper and instruction sheet in OB,
C7. The OB is missing two interior flaps.

2258 Lionel postwar freight cars including; 6462-1 red NYC gondola with three red plastic containers, 6462 black NYC gondola
with six wooden barrels, 6362 rail truck car with incorrect truck load, 6560 Bucyrus Erie crane car with red cab and a 6517
red bay window caboose all in OBs except for the 6560 crane car. Cars are C7-8. The OBs have all flaps attached except
for the 6462 gondola box which is missing most flaps on one end.

2259 Lionel postwar 2333 New York Central F3 dummy A unit with replaced porthole covers. The lettering on the unit is faded
on both sides and the nose decal is missing. Unit is C6.
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2260 Lionel postwar 3472 operating milk car with car that has a door detached but included, individual box of 3462-80 magnetic
milk cans and stand in OB with original cardboard insert, 3656 orange cattle car with Armour decal, corral, ramp and
individual box of 3656-9 figures for cattle car and a 3472 automatic refrigerated milk car only. The cattle corral is C5 and
the rest of the cars and accessories are C6. The OB has all flaps except for one interior flap. The box has tape.

2261 Lionel postwar no. 50 gang car with offset horn missing all of the men figures and a 3927 track cleaning car missing one of
the bottles. The gang car is C6 and the 3927 car is C7.

2262 Lionel postwar 6464-400 Baltimore & Ohio type IV boxcar without a built date. The boxcar has never been run and has
some box rubs on the roof. The car is C8.

2263 Lionel postwar boxcars including; 6464-1 Western Pacific type I with blue lettering, 6464-50 Minneapolis & St. Louis
type I in a worn OB, 6464-225 Southern Pacific type IIa and a 6464-375 Central of Georgia type IIb. The trucks on the
6464-225 are rusty. The 6464-50 is C6, the 6464-1 and 6464-225 are C5 and the 6464-375 is C4.

2264 Lionel postwar five no. 260 bumpers, three with instruction sheets in OBs. Also included is a no. 26 bumper, 450 signal
bridge and a 214 U.S. Steel plate girder bridge in OB. Two of the 260 bumpers are C8 and the other three 260 bumpers, 26
bumper and 450 bridge are C6-7. The bridge is C7. The OBs have most all flaps attached.

2265 Lionel postwar X3464 AT&SF operating boxcar in OB, X3464 New York Central operating boxcar in OB, 3656 orange
cattle car with individual box of 3656-9 figures for cattle car, X6454 Southern Pacific boxcar and a X6454 Pennsylvania
boxcar. Cars are C6-7. The two 3464 boxes are worn.

2266 Lionel postwar X6454 orange Baby Ruth PRR boxcar with brown painted doors, circa 1948. Heat stamping is strong, car
is C7.

2267 Lionel freight cars; 6461 transformer car with black transformer that has three broken insulators, X3464 AT&SF operating
boxcar, X3464 New York Central operating boxcar, 6472 refrigerator milk car, 6465 silver Sunoco two dome tank and a
6457 caboose. Cars are C6.

2268 Lionel postwar freight cars; 6468 Baltimore & Ohio boxcar, 3484 Pennsylvania operating boxcar and a 6517 bay window
caboose all in OBs except for the 6517. Cars are C7-8. Both boxes have all flaps attached. The 6468 box has a tape
repaired end.

2269 Lionel postwar freight cars including; 6414 Evans auto loader missing the cars, 6511 flatcar, the version with die-cast truck
plates missing the pipes and 6424 twin auto flatcars both missing autos. One of the 6424 cars is missing a set of trucks.
The cars are C7.

2270 Lionel postwar original loads including; a gray cradle, original Christmas trees from the 6826 flat car, 6800-60 airplane
with yellow top and black underside, 6801-60 boat with blue hull and white deck and a 6801-60 boat with brown hull and
white deck. The blue hull boat is missing the windshield. The loads are C7-8.

2271 Lionel postwar freight cars; 6436 black Lehigh Valley hopper with a crack in one side, 6446-25 black Norfolk & Western
covered hopper, 6264 flatcar with lumber for 264 fork lift platform, 6462 black New York City gondola, 6414 Evans auto
loader with four autos, three green cars and one white car a worn OB and a 6417 Pennsylvania port hole caboose in OB.
The caboose has two broken steps on the end rails. The 6264 and 6462 gondolas are C7. The caboose and hoppers are C6
and the auto loader car is C7, but some of the autos on the auto loader are missing sets of wheels and bumpers. The
caboose box has all flaps attached.

2272 Lionel accessories including; 253 block signal in an incorrect 163 box, 927 lubricating and maintenance kit and a 967 post
office set all in OBs. The 927 kit is complete and has an original cardboard insert. Also included is a Marx plastic New
York Central derrick crane on platform. The accessories are C8.
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2273 Lionel postwar freight cars; 6462 black New York Central gondola, 6468 Baltimore & Ohio boxcar, 6415 silver Sunoco
three dome tank, 3356 Santa Fe REA Horse Express car missing one coupler, 3494-275 State of Maine BAR operating
boxcar and a 6517 bay window caboose. The gondola is C7 and the rest of the cars are C5-6.

2274 Lionel postwar X3464 AT&SF operating boxcar missing the man, X3464 NYC operating boxcar, 3656 cattle car with an
individual box of 3656-9 figures for cattle car, 6465 silver Sunoco two dome tank, 6555 silver Sunoco single dome tank in
OB, 6257 red caboose and a 6457 brown caboose. Cars are C6.

2275 Lionel postwar operating freight cars; 3444 animated Erie cop and hobo gondola, 3662 refrigerator milk car and a 3356
Santa Fe REA Horse Express car. The 3356 is C6 and the other two cars are C7.

2276 Lionel postwar freight cars with early coil coupler trucks; 3454 operating PRR merchandise car with blue lettering and five
original Baby Ruth crates, X2454 Baby Ruth PRR boxcar missing the pick up shoes, 2465 silver Sunoco two dome tank
missing one pick up show and a 2457 red Pennsylvania caboose. Cars are C5-6.

2277 Lionel postwar 2466WX Lionel Lines tender. Also included is a 2257 red caboose and a 6357 red caboose. The tender
and cabooses are C7.

2278 Lionel postwar 6424 automobile flatcar with two autos, 6818 flatcar with black transformer and a 6801 flatcar with boat
that has a white hull and brown deck. The 6818 is C8 and the other two cars are C7. The 6424 and 6818 are in worn OBs.

2279 Desirable Lionel postwar 6429 gray D.L.& W. work caboose. The work caboose has one incorrect staple end truck, the
coupler is broken on the AAR truck and the mounting tab is missing that secures the cab on the frame. Cosmetically the
body and stamping on the caboose are C8, however due to the above mentioned problems the caboose is difficult to grade.

2280 Lionel postwar freight cars including; 6050 Libbys Tomato Juice with coin slot, 6044 blue Airex, 6014 red Airex in OB
and a 638-2361 Van Camps pork and beans with coin slot. Also included are three boxcar shells only including; X6004
Baby Ruth PRR, 6014 Frisco and a 6014 Bosco. Cars and shells are C7-8. The OB has all flaps attached.

2281 Lionel postwar 6017-200 United States Navy caboose, 6476 red Lehigh Valley hopper and an 6176-100 unmarked olive
drab hopper, circa 1964. Cars are C6.

2282 Lionel postwar 1130T tender in a worn OB, 6219 C&O work caboose, 6017 A.T.&S.F. caboose, 6025 black Gulf single
dome tank and two 6257-50 cabooses both in OBs. One of the 6257-50 cabooses is painted and has one bar end truck and
one staple end truck. The 6257-50 cabooses are C7, the 6219 is C5 and the tender, 6025 and 6017 cabooses are C6.

2283 Lionel postwar 6828 flatcar with a 6828-100 Harnischfeger truck crane in individual OB, C7. The OB is missing one
interior flap and has some writing.

2284 Lionel postwar 3665 U.S. Air Force Minuteman car with rocket and a 3545 operating TV monitor car, C7-8.
2285 Lionel postwar freight cars including; 6464-425 New Haven type III boxcar in worn OB, 6475 vat car with two broken
steps, 6519 Allis Chalmers car with a broken brake wheel, 6660 boom car missing load and a 3410 operating helicopter
flatcar missing the helicopter, C5-6.

2286 Lionel postwar 6464-700 Santa Fe type IV boxcar and a 6464-725 New Haven type IV boxcar. Also included is a 6464
-525 original box for a Minneapolis & St. Louis boxcar. Other than some minor box rubs, boxcars are C8. The OB has all
flaps attached.

2287 Lionel postwar 6464-475 Boston and Maine type IV boxcar and a 6464-900 New York Central System type IV boxcar.
Except for a couple of minor box rubs cars are C8.

2288 Lionel postwar shells only for a 2321 Lackawanna FM Train Master, a FM Train Master shell painted red and lettered
Chesapeake & Ohio and three F3 As. Also included is a 8010 Santa Fe switcher shell only. Please view photo to verify
selection and condition.
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2289 Selection of Lionel postwar parts including; E-units, motor, valve gear, trucks, boiler front, coal loader tray, no. 36
operating car remote control set in OB and other miscellaneous parts. Please view photo to verify selection and condition.

2290 Lionel postwar selection of engine and rolling stock frames, gang car and trucks. Please view photo to verify selection and
condition. This lot will be sold as is with no returns.

2291 Lionel postwar selection of parts and accessories including; corral, platform, girder. bins, several 160 bins, bumpers, roofs
and signals. Please view photo to verify selection and condition. This lot will be sold as is with no returns.

2292 Lionel postwar selection of parts and accessories including; logs, plastic canisters, barrels, timber, plastic pipes, coal load,
smoke pellets, ladders, 153C contactors, 154C contactors, 90 and 96C controllers, 207 coal bags and doors. Please view
photo to verify selection and condition. This lot will be sold as is with no returns.

2293 Large postwar large selection of LW, ZW and 1033 transformer cases, parts and plates. Please view photo to verify
selection and condition. This lot will be sold as is with no returns.

2294 Lionel postwar large selection of 022 switch controllers, crossovers, UCS and RCS track sections with controllers and
several lockons; Lionel and Marx. Please view photo to verify selection and condition. This lot will be sold as is with no
returns.

2295 Lionel postwar selection of accessories including; two 154 automatic highway signals both with 154C contactors, two 252
crossing gates both with 145C contactors, four 151 automatic semaphores all with 153C contactors, two 153 block control
signal both with 153C contactor,155 ringing signal with a 145C contactor and a 253 automatic block signal. The cross
buck section of the 155 is broken off but included. Some of the signals are broken and missing parts. Please view photo to
verify selection and condition. This lot will be sold as is with no returns.

2296 Lionel postwar large selection of O27 gauge switch controllers and 1019 remote control track sections with controllers.
Please view photo to verify selection and condition. This lot will be sold as is with no returns.

2297 Lionel postwar large selection of no. 91 circuit breakers with instruction sheets in OBs. Most of the circuit breakers have
never been used, C9.

2298 Lionel postwar type ZW 275-watts transformer with a 14077 Amp/Volt meter added, C7-8.
2299 Lionel-Porter Chemcraft senior chemistry lab no. 21250 in metal case with instruction sheets and booklets. Some items
may be missing. The metal case has some spots of rust on the side. Please view photo to verify condition of item.

2300 American Flyer S gauge no. 792 Railroad Terminal factory sealed in original box, C10. The box is dated 1955 and has
some water stains.

2301 American Flyer S gauge original consumer catalogs; D1604 from 1950, D1640 from 1951 with price list, D1677 from
1952 and a D1714 from 1953. Catalogs are complete and show some wear. The 1950 catalog cover is detached from the
catalog.

2302 American Flyer S gauge original consumer catalogs; D1760 from 1954, D1801 from 1955, D1866 from 1956, D2006 from
1957 and D2047 from 1958. Catalogs are complete and show minor wear.

2303 American Flyer S gauge paperwork including; D2086 1958-59 catalog, D2146 1959-60 catalog and a D2148 HO catalog
from 1959-60, selection of instruction sheets, two 1949 instruction booklets, 1954 instruction booklet, D1922 mini catalog
from 1956, catalog missing the cover and a M3279 Erector catalog from 1954. Please view photo to verify selection and
condition.

2304 American Flyer S gauge 751 log loader with a yellow painted base, wooden log and controller, C6.
2305 American Flyer S gauge 785 coal loader, C5.
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2306 American Flyer S gauge 752 Seaboard coaler with controller, C5.
2307 American Flyer S gauge 779 oil drum loader with three oil drums. The 779 has a cracked base. Also included is an
American Flyer modern era 2300 oil drum loader with twelve oil drums in OB, C7.

2308 American Flyer S gauge 787 log loader, C6. Also included is a 23796 saw mill, C7.
2309 American Flyer S gauge accessories; 759 bell danger signal, 760 automatic highway flasher and a 592 crossing gate. The
roof is missing on the building structure on the 759 signal. The 592 is C6 and the other two accessories are C5.

2310 American Flyer S gauge 740 hand car, the version with the shield decal with stripes, C7.
2311 American Flyer S gauge selection of parts and accessories; barrel loader, 706 uncouplers, controllers, 90-degree crossover
and logs. Please view photo to verify selection and condition. This lot will be sold as is with no returns.

2312 American Flyer S gauge The Silver Bullet chrome passenger set no. 5306T, circa 1953 in set box containing; 356 Silver
Bullet streamlined 4-6-2 Pacific loco with original wrap, two 655-S coaches in OBs, box of 702 twelve curve track
sections, 704 manual uncoupler with instruction packet, 1 1/2 45-watt transformer in OB, no. 25 smoke cartridge, no. 690
track terminal instruction packet missing the terminal, instruction booklet and sheet. The chrome is bright and shiny,
however there is some tarnishing, mostly on the tender. Set is C7. The individual boxes have most all flaps attached with
some tape repair. Set box has label intact with some skinning. The set box shows wear.

2313 Scarce American Flyer S gauge 639 unpainted cream plastic reefer, C7.
2314 Scarce American Flyer S gauge 635 C. & N.W.Ry crane car with an all red cab and roof and chrome stack. One corner of
the roof has a slight bend on the corner. The car is C7.

2315 Bassett-Lowke O gauge brass tank engine South African Railways, circa 1952-54. The loco has been restored and
rewheeled.

2316 Remco Industries of Newark, NJ no. 803 Giant Wheel Cowboys n Indians board game in individual OB. The game is
factory new and has never been removed from the box, C10. The box has bright and clean color graphics.

2317 Unusual Manoil factory sealed box that contains a stack of orange label which are pasted on the lid of the outside of the
box. There are no die-cast Manoil figures in the box. The orange labels read 41/14 2 dozen Darky Eating Watermelon
Manoil Mfg. Co. Waverly, N.Y. This box is factory sealed and has never been unwrapped. There is a small tear in the
paper on one corner which shows the stack of labels. The box is C10. This is a very unique piece and no returns will be
accepted if the box is unwrapped.

2318 Marx no. 1412 railroad trestle set complete in OB wit original cardboard inserts and instruction sheet. The box is
complete, has some tape repair and shows some wear.

2319 Marx accessories; three 416 electric floodlight towers, 446 revolving beacon that is broken, 454 electric block signal, four
429 twin light lamp posts and a 438 automatic crossing gate. Also included is a Marx toy gas pump and a hand car. Please
view photo to verify selection and condition. This lot will be sold as is with no returns.

2320 Marx lithographed freight set no. 565 including a 232 black 0-4-0 Commodore Vanderbilt clockwork steam loco with an
incorrect key, 551 New York Central tender, 552 Rock Island gondola, 738701 Pennsylvania hopper and a 556 New York
Central caboose. Also included is a selection of straight and curve two-rail track sections and a 507 crossing. The set and
track are C7.

2321 Marx 232 black 0-4-0 Commodore Vanderbilt clockwork steam loco missing the key and lithographed freight cars
including; 551 New York Central tender, 738701 Pennsylvania high-sided gondola, 507 New York Central side dumping
car and a 552 Rock Island gondola. The loco and cars are C6.
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2322 Marklin HO gauge green and gray passenger set containing; 3001 green electric 0-6-0 switching engine with silver roof
marked CE800 on one side and E6302 on the other side and 329/4 baggage, two 330/1 six compartment passenger cars and
a 329/1 open platform passenger car. The passenger cars are in OBs. The loco and both 330/1 are C7. The 329/1 and
329/4 are C6

2323 Marklin HO gauge 3034 blue 0-4-4-0 electric loco with silver roof marked 141005-9 in OB, circa 1969-75, C8.
2324 Marklin HO scale 3400 Minex 0-6-0 steam loco in OB, C8.
2325 Marklin HO gauge freight cars including; 46613 tank car, 4431 gondola with coal load and a 48881 stock car all in OBs,
C8.

2326 Marklin HO scale TM800 (3004) black 0-6-0 steam loco, C6. Also included is a 4058 red and cream Trans Europ Express
coach with a silver roof in OB and a blue 4581 Internationale Schlafwagen Gesellschaft sleeping car with a silver roof.
The wheels and some of the truck parts on the 4058 are detached but included. The 4058 car is C6 and the 4581 car is C7.

2327 General Hobbies Corp. brass HO loco made in Japan manufactured exclusively for the H.O. Train Co., Philadelphia,
Penna. in OB. The loco is an 0-4-0 camel back steam engine and the tender is lettered Baltimore and Ohio.

2328 Desirable Athearn HO scale TTOS 1966 Convention boxcar in OB The axles on the car have surface rust and the body of
the boxcar is C8.

2329 Britains blue die cast Fordson Major Farm Tractor with farmer driver, three Marx hand trucks, two Marx lithographed
luggage pieces and a baggage cart, manufacturer unknown. Please view photo to verify selection and condition.

2330 Lionel 11910 Lionel Lines freight set no. 1113WS in OB with original cardboard inserts. The set has never been run, C10.
2331 Lionel 11918 Conrail SD20 1997 Service Exclusive freight set no. X1144 in individual OBs and set box. The set has never
been run, C10.

2332 Lionel Service Station Limited Edition Northern Pacific GP9 freight set no. 1672 in individual OBs and set box. The set
has never been run, C10.

2333 Lionel 8668 Northern Pacific GP9 non-powered dummy unit and a 9268 Northern Pacific bay window caboose both in
OBs. These items were add ons for set no. 1672 in previous lot no. 2332. The loco and caboose have never been run, C10.

2334 Lionel Famous American Railroad Series no. 1 Santa Fe freight set, circa 1979 including; 8900 steam 4-6-4 loco with
tender, 9880 reefer, 9322 covered quad hopper, 7712 boxcar, 9321 tank, 9323 bay window caboose all in OBs. The loco
and tender have a faint factory test run, C9-10. Cars have never been run, C10.

2335 Lionel Famous American Railroad Series no. 2 Union Pacific freight cars, circa 1980 including; 9366 hopper, 9811 reefer,
9367 tank, 9419 boxcar and a 9368 bay window caboose all in OBs. Cars have never been run, C10.

2336 Lionel Famous American Railroad series no. 4 Southern Railroad freight set, circa 1983 including; 8309 Mikado 2-8-2
steam engine and tender, 6104 hopper, 6306 tank car, 9887 reefer, 9451 boxcar, 7304 stock car and a 6431 bay window
caboose all in OBs. Also included are two add-on cars for the FARR Series no. 4; 5726 bunk car and a 19405 crane car.
The plastic insert on one of the side trucks that holds the wheels on the tender is broken. The engine and cars have never
been run, C10.

2337 Lionel Century Club II paperweight and lapel pin in a wooden box and outer shipping box. Please view photo to verify
condition.

2338 Lionel 11935 Little League Baseball freight set no. 1935WS in set box with original cardboard inserts. The set is factory
new and has never been run, C10.
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2339 Lionel 6464-500 orange Timken boxcar, circa 1970 made especially by Lionel for Glen Uhl, a dealer in Ohio. The boxcar
is type VI and has AAR trucks. One bottom corner of the body end has a small piece chipped out.

2340 Lionel 18007 Southern Pacific GS-2 Daylight 4-8-4 loco and tender in OB. The loco and tender are C9-10.
2341 Lionel three 19107 Southern Pacific full vista dome passenger cars in OBs. The cars are factory new in OBs, C10.
2342 Lionel Department 56 Christmas freight cars; 16270 Heritage Village 9796 boxcar, two 52096 original 9756 Snow Village
boxcars, two 52157 Holly Brothers Petroleum Co. three dome 6156 tank cars and a 52139 caboose 6256. The cars are
factory new and have never been run, C10.

2343 Lionel 1977 Service Station Special Baltimore & Ohio Budd Car Set no. 1766 in individual OBs and master shipping
carton containing; 8766 RDC-4 baggage, 8767 RDC-1 passenger and a 8768 RDC-1 passenger. The cars have a faint test
run, C9-10.

2344 Lionel Boston and Albany freight set, circa 1986 including; 8606 Hudson steam loco and tender and Super O freight cars;
6232 Illinois Central boxcar, 6233 Canadian Pacific flatcar, 6231 Railgon gondola, 6134 Burlington Northern two bay
ACF hopper, 6135 Chicago & North Western two bay ACF hopper, 6230 Erie Lackawanna refrigerator car, 6920 Boston &
Albany caboose and a 6907 New York Central caboose all in OBs. The loco and 6907 caboose have outer shipping cartons
and there is corresponding paperwork from Lionel. The set has never been run and is C10.

2345 Lionel 8463 Baltimore & Ohio Chessie System GP20 loco cab only, circa 1974, C9.
2346 Williams TCA Twenty-Fifth Anniversary Limited GG1 passenger set in individual OBs with outer shipping carton
including; GG1 loco, 2502 Buena Park Pullman, 2503 South Carver Pullman and a 2501 Yardley observation. Also
included are TCA Twenty-Fifth Anniversary add-on cars; 2305 Strasburg baggage, 2504 Pittsburgh combine and a diner
shell only all in OBs and outer shipping box with a hole in the back, advertisement, special cloth Museum Boosters patch,
manufacturer letter, TCA letter and all paperwork pertaining to this set. The set and add-on cars have never been run, C9.

2347 Lionel 21753 Exclusive Service Station fire rescue set from 1998 factory sealed in OB, C10.
2348 Lionel 11912 Switcher 57 Service Exclusive from 1996 factory sealed in OB, C10.
2349 Lionel 21952 LL Service Station Special set from 2000 factory sealed in OB, C10.
2350 Lionel Celebration Series 18583 AEC 57 switcher in OB. The switcher has never been run, C10.
2351 Lionel 8578 New York Central track ballast tamper and a 8690 LL trolley both in OBs. The units have never been run,
C10

2352 Lionel 8264 Canadian Pacific snow plow and a 8368 Alaska Railroad motorized unit both in OBs. Units have never been
run, C10.

2353 LIonel 12741 Union Pacific Intermodal crane in OB, C9.
2354 Lionel 11738 Soo Line Special freight set factory sealed in OB, C10.
2355 Lionel 32920 animated pylon with airplane, C10.
2356 Lionel 11744 New Yorker passenger freight set in individual OBs and set. The set is factory new, C10.
2357 Lionel 24183 Lionelville Esso gas station in factory new OB with outer shipping carton, C10.
2358 Lionel 18094 Baltimore & Ohio 4-4-2 Atlantic command steam loco and tender in OB, C8.
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2359 Lionel 11757 Chrysler Mopar Express freight set in shipping carton with original cardboard inserts, C10.
2360 Lionel factory error 7904 red San Diego zoo car with animated giraffe. This car has no stampings and the giraffe is solid
yellow with no brown markings. Car is C9.

2361 Lionel factory error 7904 red San Diego zoo car with animated giraffe. This car has no stampings and the giraffe is solid
yellow with brown markings. Car is C9.

2362 Lionel factory error 16147 Clearly Canadian tank car in OB. One side of the tank is correctly stamped and the other side of
the tank has only the top half stamped. The car has never been run, C9-10. Also included is a 16147 Clearly Canadian
tank which is correctly stamped in OB, C8.

2363 Lionel factory error black ore car with no markings, C9.
2364 Lionel prototype 7608 State of South Carolina boxcar with all orange body and mustard brown doors in OB. The regular
production colors of this boxcar are dark yellow body with brown roof and ends, dark mustard body and roof with
chocolate brown ends and cream white body painted mustard. The orange is the same body that was used on the 7610 State
of Virginia boxcar. Car has never been run, C10. This orange body is a very unusual variation.

2365 Lionel factory error 7612 State of North Carolina boxcar fully stamped on one side. The car has no stampings on the other
side. The car has never been run, C9-10. The car is in OB.

2366 Lionel factory error 16311 Mopar Express flatcar. The car is double stamped on one side and has no stamping on the other
side. Car is C8.

2367 Lionel factory error 16927 New York Central flatcar with gondola in OB. The gondola is marked on one side and has no
marking on the other side. Car has never been run, C9-10.

2368 Lionel prototype 19420 Lionel LInes vat car with white unmarked tanks in OB. The owner Al Otten has indicated on his
inventory that this was a prototype. The car has never been run, C9-10.

2369 Lionel factory error 8182 Nibco Express NW2 switcher shell only, circa 1982. The shell is missing all of the stampings
and the green ribbon. The switcher has a blue ribbon on both sides. The shell is C8.

2370 Lionel prototype Thomas the Tank engine and two Annie coaches. The loco has no markings and both cars are blue plastic
with no markings. The loco and cars are C8. The owner Al Otten has indicated on his inventory that the loco and cars
were a prototype.

2371 Lionel 18552 J.C. Penny set consisting of a 18813 Duluth, Missabe & Iron Range SD18 diesel loco in OB and display case
in original shipping carton. The loco has been test run, C9-10 and the display case is C10.

2372 Lionel Virginia & Truckee Dry Gulch Line Service Station passenger set no. 11706, circa 1988 including; 18702 4-4-0
loco and tender, 16012 baggage, 16010 coach and a 16011 coach all in OBs. the loco has been test run and is C9. The cars
have never been run and are C9-10

2373 Lionel 18551 Susquehanna J.C. Penney set consisting of a 18809 RS-3 diesel loco in OB and display case in factory sealed
OB with original shipping carton. The set is factory new, C10.

2374 Lionel 8004 Rock Island & Peoria 4-4-0 steam loco and tender in OB, C8. The box shows wear and has tape repair.
2375 Lionel 18554 Gulf Mobile and Ohio J.C. Penney set consisting of a RS3 diesel engine and a display case both in OBs, C10.
Also included is a 19721 Gulf Mobile and Ohio J.C. Penney extended vision caboose in OB, C10.

2376 Lionel 18630 Chicago & North Western 4-6-2 steam loco and tender in OB, C8.
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2377 Lionel Rail Scope video camera system 33000 GP9 diesel loco and a 33002 television set both in OBs. The diesel has
never been run and is C10. The TV is C8. Also included is a Rail Scope camera in original shipping carton.

2378 Lionel Amtrak passenger cars; 8868 RDC-4 baggage/mail car, 8869 RDC-1 dummy passenger, 8870 RDC-1 dummy
passenger and a 8871 dummy RDC-4 baggage/mail car all in OBs, C8.

2379 Lionel 11716 Lionelville Circus Special freight set in OB, C9-10.
2380 Lionel 9742 MInneapolis & St. Louis Seasons Greeting 1973 boxcar. The car has never been run. The frame has some
minor spots of corrosion otherwise car is C8.

2381 Lionel 9490 Christmas Boxcar from 1985 in an unmarked OB. The car has never been run, C10.
2382 Lionel 19913 O gauge employee Christmas boxcar from 1991 signed by Richard Kughn owner of Lionel in OB. The car is
factory new, C10.

2383 Lionel 19916 employee Christmas boxcar from 1992 signed by Richard Kughn owner of Lionel in OB. The car is factory
new, C10.

2384 Lionel 19921 employee Christmas boxcar from 1993 signed by Richard Kughn owner of Lionel in OB. The car is factory
new, C10.

2385 Lionel 19928 employee Christmas boxcar from 1994 signed by Richard Kughn owner of Lionel in OB. The car is factory
new, C10.

2386 Lionel 19939 employee Christmas boxcar from 1995 in OB. The car is factory new, C10.
2387 Lionel Christmas cars including; 9491 from 1986, 19903 from 1987, 19904 from 1988, 19913 from 1991 and a 19918 from
1992 all in OBs. Cars are factory new, C10. Also included is a 18403 operating Santa hand car in OB, C10 and a K-Line
1991 Christmas Coca-Cola boxcar, C9.

2388 Lionel two 19908 Christmas boxcars from 1989. One is the regular version with red ends and roof and the other version
has white ends and roof. The car with the red roof has a marker light added to one of the ends. The cars have never been
run, C9.

2389 Lionel Chessie steam special passenger set, circa 1980
including; 8003 die-cast 2-8-4 Berkshire steam engine and tender, 9581 baggage. 9582 combo, 9583 Pullman, 9584
Pullman and a 9585 observation all in OBs. The engine is C8 and the cars have never been run, C9-10.

2390 Lionel 14172 New York Central Railroad tugboat in OB, C8. The OB has no inserts.
2391 Lionel 24109 Santa Fe Railroad tugboat in OB, C8.
2392 Lionel Lines diesel and freight cars including; 8380 SD28 flat-top diesel, 6313 single dome tank car, 6214 long gondola,
5733 bunk car, 5712 reefer, 9849 reefer and a 9239 illuminated porthole caboose all in OBs, except for the 5712 and the
9849 The loco has one broken coupler, otherwise is C8. The cars have never been run C9-10. The OBs for the 8380 and
one of the 6214 are worn.

2393 Lionel 8378 Wabash Bluebird FM Train Master diesel in display case with board and brass plate that reads Wabash
Bluebird by Lionel. The diesel has never been run, C9-10.

2394 Lionel 8587 Wabash GP9 diesel engine with display case, board and plate that reads Wabash no. 484 by Lionel. The diesel
has never been run, C9-10. Also included is an OB for the 8587 missing the insert.

2395 Lionel 11820 Red Wing Shoes 90th Year Commemorative train set factory sealed in OB, C10.
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2396 Lionel 18558 J.C. Penney Set with a MKT GP7 diesel with display case and a 19724 J.C. Penney MKT extended vision
caboose in OBs. The display case is in a factory sealed box. The diesel and caboose are C9-10.

2397 Lionel unusual clear shell 9308 aquarium car in OB. The shell on this aquarium car was never stamped or painted. Car has
never been run, C9

2398 Lionel factory error 7515 Denver Mint car with no markings on the car and no gold plating on the interior load. The car
has never been run, C9.

2399 Lionel factory error 7515 Denver Mint car with no markings on the car. The car has never been run, C9.
2400 Lionel 38150 Platinum Ghost set, circa 1999 consisting of 38151/ 38152 clear cab F3 AA diesel units in individual OBs
and outer shipping carton. The diesel units have never been run, C10.

2401 Lionel clear shell 29086 Madison three car passenger set including; 29087 New York Pullman , 29088 Redwood City
Pullman and a 29089 Chesterfield observation all in OBs with outer shipping carton. The cars are factory new, C10.

2402 Unusual Lionel 16539 Western Pacific square window caboose in OB. This caboose should be gray plastic painted in
silver with red stripe and W.P. insignia. This caboose is gray plastic, painted white with red stripe and no W.P. insignia or
numbers. The car has never been run, C10.

2403 Lionel factory error 16525 Delaware & Hudson bay window caboose in OB. The caboose is all red and has no markings.
Car has never been run, C10.

2404 Lionel factory error standard O scale woodsided caboose in OB. The caboose has an unstamped Tuscan body, black roof
on the cupola and Tuscan painted die-cast trucks. The caboose has never been run, C10.

2405 Lionel 18006 Reading 4-8-4 steam loco with a tender. The loco has been test run, C9. The tender has light run time and is
C8.

2406 Lionel 18709 blue Employee Learning Center 0-4-0 steam loco, C8.
2407 Lionel 19925 Learning Center boxcar with brass plaque that reads Problem Solving September 1993 in OB. These boxcars
were presented to Lionel employees that successfully completed the course. The boxcar is factory new, C10.

2408 Lionel FM Train Master diesel shell that has been chromed with no markings. The inside of the cab is marked Lionel, Mt.
Clemens, Mich 2321-5. The chrome is bright and shiny and cab has never been mounted,C10.

2409 Lionel 16640 Rutland boxcar with Diesel RailSounds and 16649 REA boxcar with Steam RailSounds both in OBs. The
boxcars have been test run, C9.

2410 Unusual Lionel F3 power A unit with clear shell and two motors. The diesel has number boards that read 200, has a dark
green frame and trucks. The clear shell is stamped Lionel Chesterfield, Michigan. The frame is stamped Lionel Trains,
Inc, Lionel Mt. Clemens, MI. The loco has been test run, C9.

2411 Unusual Lionel F3 power A unit with clear shell and two motors. The diesel has number boards that read 200, has a light
green frame, black center section and trucks. The clear shell is stamped Lionel Chesterfield, Michigan. The frame is
stamped Lionel Trains, Inc, Lionel Mt. Clemens, MI. The loco has been test run, C9.

2412 Lionel four 16738 Warner Bros. Pepe Le Pew and Penelope boxcar all in OBs. Cars have never been run, C10.
2413 Lionel 18008 Disneyland 35th Anniversary 4-4-0 American engine and tender with display case both in OBs. The display
case also has an original shipping carton. The loco and case are C10.

2414 Lionel 19241 Mickey Mouse hi-cube boxcar and a 19242 Donald Duck hi-cube boxcar both in OBs, C10
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2415 Lionel 19245 Mickeys World Tour hi-cube boxcar and a 19246 Disney World 20th Anniversary hi-cube boxcar both in
OBs, C10.

2416 Lionel Walt Disneys Mickey Mouse Express freight set including; 8773 U36B diesel unit and hi-cube boxcars; 9660
Mickey Mouse, 9661 Goofy, 9662 Donald Duck, 9663 Dumbo, 9664 Cinderella, 9664 Peter Pan, 9666 Pinocchio, 9667
Snow White, 9668 Pluto, 9669 Bambi, 9670 Alice in Wonderland, 9671 Fantasia and a 9183 caboose all in OBs. The set is
C8.

2417 Lionel Walt Disneys Mickey Mouse Express 9672 Mickey Mouse 50th Anniversary car in OB. The car has been test run,
C9.

2418 Lionel Toys R Us boxcar including; 7912 Geoffreys Star Car Goofy and two 7914 Geoffreys Carnival Carriers giraffe cars.
Also included is a Lionel 7932 Kay Bee Toy Stores boxcar. The cars are C9.

2419 Lionel 8379 Pennsylvania Railroad motorized fire car and a 8459 Rio Grande rotary snow plow both in OBs, C9-10.
2420 Lionel Toy Fair including; 7521 reefer from 1983, 19911 boxcar from 1990, 19917 boxcar from 1992, 19923 boxcar from
1993 and a 19947 boxcar from 1996 with outer shipping carton. The 19917,19923 and 19947 are in OBs and are these cars
are C10. The 7521 and 19911 are C9.

2421 Lionel Toy Fair cars; two 19917 boxcars from 1992, 19923 boxcar from 1993, 19937 boxcar from 1995 and a 19947
boxcar from 1996 with outer shipping carton all in OBs, C10

2422 Lionel 8104 Union Pacific General 4-4-0 steam loco numbered 3 and tender, C9.
2423 Lionel 8005 AT&SF General 4-4-0 steam loco and tender and a 8315 B&O General 4-4-0 steam loco and tender. The
8005 engine is missing the black plastic whistle on the front of the cab. The locos and tenders are C8-9.

2424 Lionel factory error 9603 jade green Penn Central hi-cube boxcar with no markings. One of the white doors has two
broken guides. Car is C7.

2425 Lionel factory error trolley with an unmarked gray plastic body and a blue roof. The silhouetted insert on the trolley is
marked 8404. The trolley is C9. Also included is an unstamped trolley shell with a
gray plastic body and blue roof.

2426 Lionel prototype animated cop and hobo gondola with unmarked blue plastic body and tan crates in an OB marked 9307
animated gondola. The car has never been run, C9-10.

2427 Lionel prototype animated cop and hobo gondola with an unmarked gray plastic body, orange crates and unpainted cop and
hobo. The car is C9-10.

2428 Lionel factory error 9382 Florida East Coast bay window caboose with no markings in OB. Car has never been run, C10.
2429 Lionel factory error 16390 Lionelville fire rescue flat car with water tank that has no markings on either side of the tank in
OB. Car has never been run, C9.

2430 Lionel factory error 16620 Chesapeake & Ohio track maintenance car with printing missing on both sides of the flatcar in
OB. Car has never been run, C9-10.

2431 Lionel 18853 AT&SF GP9 diesel in OB. The diesel has never been run, C10. Also included is Lionel /JC Penney
Exclusive 1997/2370 AT&SF GP9 brass plaque.
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2432 Lionel Nassau Operating Engineer Long Island R.R. Worlds Fair aluminum passenger cars including; 52112 Ronkonkoma
vista dome numbered 9783, 52123 Hickville diner car numbered 9883, 52145 Jamaica coach numbered 9983-2, 52145
Penn Station coach numbered 9983-1 and a 52076 Montauk skytop observation car numbered 9683 all in OBs. The cars
are factory new C10.

2433 Lionel Nassau Operating Engineer Long Island R.R. 52019 10th Anniversary boxcar numbered 8393 in OB, C10.
2434 Lionel 18288 SD70 Command Equipped Odyssey System diesel in OB. The engine has never been run, C10.
2435 Lionel accessories including; 12720 red beacon, three 12759 floodlight towers no. 195, one in OB and two 24103 double
floodlight tower. The 12759 in OB is C10. The rest of the accessories are C8.

2436 Lionel 8406 die-cast New York Central Hudson steam loco and tender in OB. The loco and tender have never been run,
C9-10.

2437 Lionel I Love boxcars including; 9475 New York, 9486 Michigan, 19949 New York and a 19905 California. All cars are
in OBs except for the 19905. Cars have never been run, C9-10.

2438 Lionel 12782 lift bridge missing controller in OB, C7.
2439 Lionel 9308 Aquarium car in OB and a 19845 Aquarium car, C8. Alco included is an 9308 Aquarium car shell only, C8.
2440 Lionel LCCA Meet Special freight cars including; 9036 Mobilgas tank 1978-1979, two 9016 B&O Chessie hoppers 1979
-1980 and a 6483 Central Railroad Co. of New Jersey caboose 1982 all in OBs except for the caboose. Cars have never
been run, C9-10.

2441 Lionel LCCA Convention car 9701-B Baltimore & Ohio automobile double door boxcar in OB. This car is from the 2nd
Annual LCCA Convention held in Kansas City, Mo. in 1972. This is the first LCCA Convention car ever issued and is
stamped no. 216 on the underside of the car. The car has never been run, C9-10.

2442 Lionel LCCA Convention car 9727 Tennessee, Alabama & Georgia boxcar. This car is from the 3rd Annual LCCA
Convention held in Huntsville, Ala in 1973. This car is stamped no. 0429 on the underside of the car. The car has never
been run, C9.

2443 Lionel LCCA Convention Cars including; 9118 Corning covered quad hopper from 1974 Corning N.Y. 9155 Monsanto
tank from 1975 St. Louis, Mo., 9212 Seaboard Coast Line flatcar with two trailers from 1976 Atlanta, Ga., 9259 Southern
bay window caboose from 1977 Cincinnati, Ohio, 9728 Union Pacific stock car from 1978 Denver, Co., 9733 Airco boxcar
and 97330 Airco single dome tank both from 1979 Wheeling, WV all in OBs except for the 9118, 9155 and 97330. The
cars have never been run, C9-10.

2444 Lionel LCCA special Convention car 9771 Norfolk & Western boxcar from 1977 Cincinnati, Ohio 7th Annual Convention.
This car was presented to Al Otten in appreciation of his service to the club as Assistant Secretary for the year 1976-1977
and is accompanied by a letter from David L. Stonecipher, President. Only 37 of these cars were ever produced. The car
has never been run, C9.

2445 Lionel LCCA special Convention 9739 D&RGW Rio Grande boxcar from 1978 Denver, Co Convention. There were 60
of these cars produced, 12 of which were scrapped due to defects. The remaining 48 cars were given to the officers and
directors of the LCCA. The car was never run and is C9.

2446 KMT LCCA Convention boxcar from 1977 Cincinnati, Ohio. Car has never been run, C9.
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2447 Lionel LCCA Convention freight cars including; 9358 Sands of Iowa covered quad hopper from 1980 Des Moines, Iowa,
9435 Central of Georgia from 1981 Chattanooga, Tn., 9460 Detroit & Toledo Shore Line boxcar from 1982 Detroit, Mi.,
6112 Commonwealth Edison quad hopper from 1983 Rockford, Il., 7403 Louisville, New Albany and Corydon from 1984
Louisville, Ky, 6567 crane car from 1985 New Orleans, La., 6323 Virginia Chemicals tank car from 1986 Norfolk, Va.,
17870 East Camdon & Highland boxcar from 1987 Little Rock, Arkansas, 17873 Ashland tank car from 1988 Lexington,
Ky. and a 17876 Columbia, Newberry and Laurens boxcar from 1989 Columbia, South Carolina all in OBs. Cars have
never been run, C10.

2448 Lionel LCCA Convention freight cars including 17880 Denver & Rio Grande Western woodsided caboose from 1990 Fort
Collins, Denver, 17887 Conrail flatcar with Armstrong trailer from 1991 Lancaster, Pa., 17888 Conrail flatcar with
Ford/New Holland trailer from 1991 Lancaster, Pa., 17899 NASA tank car from 1992 Orlando, Fl. with outer shipping
carton, 52023 Detroit & Toledo Shore Line 2-bay hopper from 1993 Dearborn, Mi. with outer shipping carton, 52038
Southern hopper from 1994 Chattanooga, Tn., 52074 Iowa Beef Packers reefer from 1995 Des Moines, Iowa, 52090 Pere
Marquette boxcar from 1996 Grand Rapids, Mi., 52110 C St.PM & O boxcar from 1997 Bloomington, Mn., 52151 Amtrak
Express baggage car from 1998 Philadelphia, Pa., 52152 Ben Franklin boxcar from 1998 Philadelphia, Pa. and a 52176
FW&D boxcar from 1999 Fort Worth, Texas all in OBs. The cars are factory new and are C10.

2449 Lionel LCCA/LOTS Convention 12958 Industrial Water Tower no. 193 from 2000 Dearborn, Michigan and LCCA
Convention cars including; 52244 Louisville & Nashville horse car from 2001 Lexington, Ky., 52266 car 1 Pennsylvania
hopper from 2002 Pittsburgh, Pa. in outer shipping carton, 52267 car 2 Pennsylvania hopper from 2002 Pittsburgh, Pa. in
outer shipping carton, 52393 MKT Speeder non-powered from 2005 St. Louis, Mo., 52394 Frisco Speeder powered from
2005 St. Louis, Mo., 52395 Frisco flatcar from 2005 St. Louis, Mo. and a 52412 Union Pacific auxiliary power car from
2006 Denver, Co all in OBs. The cars are factory new, C10. Also included is a 52195 double stack CP Rail 2000
Dearborn, Michigan Convention in OB. The flatcar is missing one truck and is broken on one end.

2450 Lionel 52273 Special LCCA/Lionel on site Carnegie Science Center submarine car from 2002 Pittsburgh, Pa convention.
Car is factory new, C10.

2451 Lionel LCCA convention 52343 Hiawatha milk car from 2004 Milwaukee, Wi. and a 52344 Milwaukee milk car from
2004 Milwaukee, Wi. both in OBs with outer shipping cartons. Cars are factory new, C10.

2452 Lionel LCCA Convention two 52100 station platforms from 1996 Grand Rapids, Mi. and two 52153 four vintage Lionel
automobiles from 1998. Also included is an Ertl LCCA Convention souvenir no. B746VO truck from Philadelphia, Pa.
All items are factory new, C10.

2453 Lionel LCCA Lines 52206 set consisting of a 52207 SD40 diesel loco and a 52208 extended vision caboose both in
individual OBs and outer shipping carton. The set has never been run, C9-10.

2454 Lionel LCCA two 52206 shells only for 2000 Irvington Chesterfield SD40 diesels. One shell is a factory error and is only
stamped on one side. The shells have never been mounted.

2455 Lionel Mint cars; 9320 Fort Knox Gold Bullion car, 9349 San Francisco Gold Bullion car, 7522 New Orleans with coin,
7515 Denver car and a 7517 Philadelphia car all in OBs. The 7515 is C8 and the rest of the cars have never been run, C9
-10.

2456 Lionel Mint cars including; 7518 Carson City, 7530 Dahlonega, 19406 West Point and 19419 Charlotte all in OBs. Cars
have never been run, C10.

2457 Lionel 8764 Baltimore & Ohio Budd RDC passenger car and a 8765 Baltimore & Ohio Budd RDC baggage dummy unit,
C7-8.

2458 Lionel 1977 Service Station Special Baltimore & Ohio Budd Car Set no. 1766 in individual OBs and master shipping
carton containing; 8766 RDC-4 baggage, 8767 RDC-1 passenger and a 8768 RDC-1 passenger, C8.
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2459 Lionel 19667 Mint Wellspring car and a 36761 Wellspring lighted boxcar both in OBs. Cars are factory new, C10.
2460 Lionel 8357 Pennsylvania GP9 power unit in OB and 8358 Pennsylvania GP9 dummy unit. The 8357 has a horn that is
broken off but included. Both units have some minor surface corrosion on the frames and are C6-7.

2461 Lionel prototype car that is passenger on one side and baggage on the other side. The car is unpainted plastic with camo
colors. Car is C9. This passenger baggage combination is very unusual.

2462 Lionel prototype car that is passenger on one side and baggage on the other side. The car is unpainted black plastic. Car is
C9. This passenger baggage combination is very unusual.

2463 Lionel prototype passenger car with unpainted black plastic body, unpainted white roof and orange ends. The car has no
stampings. The white roof insert is damaged. The car body is C9.

2464 Lionel factory error 7202 Quicksilver observation car with no stampings or stripes. Car is C7.
2465 Lionel one unpainted white roof insert, black roof insert and another insert with a gray painted roof top. The all white
insert is damaged. The gray painted insert has partial silhouetted figures and is C7.

2466 Lionel factory error 16560 Mopar caboose with no stampings, just the number. Also included is a 16560 Mopar caboose.
Cabooses are C9.

2467 Lionel factory error 8701 The General 4-4-0 steam loco and tender in OB. The loco is stamped no. 3 on one side only.
The tender has two different types of trucks. Loco and tender are C9.

2468 Lionel 52054 Carail Commemorative boxcar uncatalogued from 1994 in OB. The car has never been run, C10.
2469 Lionel 52168 Carail flatcar with trailer and a 52188 Carail auto carrier both in OBs. Cars are factory new, C10.
2470 Lionel three Carail 52069 tractor and trailer sets in OBs. Also included is a First Gear Carail tractor trailer. The tractor
and trailer sets are C9-10.

2471 Lionel factory error 8755 Santa Fe U36B power unit with no Santa Fe stamping on one side and an 8756 Santa Fe U36B
dummy unit has no number stamped on one side. Diesels have been test run, C9.

2472 Lionel freight cars including; 6131 Illinois Terminal covered hopper, four 9439 Ashley, Drew & Northern boxcars, 9740
C&O Chessie System boxcar and a 16301 barrel ramp car all in OBs. Cars are C9-10. Also included is a 16603 Detroit
Zoo Giraffe car, C8.

2473 Lionel 18514 Missouri Pacific Lines GP7 diesel, C8.
2474 Lionel Madison Hardware freight cars; 19816 operating boxcar with outer shipping carton, 52187 flatcar with Piggy Back
vans and two 52025 LCCA Special Edition tractor and trailer sets from 1993 all in OBs.

2475 Lionel Madison Hardware freight cars; 19816 operating boxcar and two 52025 LCCA Special Edition tractor and trailer
from 1993 both in OBs. Also included is a Lionel Trains Madison Hardware 1953 Ford truck. The cars and truck are C10.

2476 Lionel 8690 Lionel Lines trolley car and a 18604 San Francisco trolley shell only in OBs., C10.
2477 Lionel factory error 16954 NYC 6424 flatcar with Ertl scraper and no stampings on either side of the flatcar. The car has
never been run, C10. The flatcar is in OB.

2478 Lionel factory error 16767 NYC 6352 operating ice car with twelve ice blocks and no stampings on either side of the car.
the car has never been run, C9. The car is in OB.
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2479 Lionel prototype operating ice car with orange side door marked Southern Pacific Lines. The body is unpainted unmarked
blue plastic with black doors. The top hatch is orange which is a different shade that the side door. The car has never been
run, C9-10.

2480 Lionel FM Train Master unpainted cab only. The cab has never been mounted.
2481 Unusual Lionel 18219 Chicago & North Western Dash 8-40C diesel with a clear plastic shell that is not painted or marked.
The engine has light run time, C8.

2482 Lionel 18219 Chicago & North Western Dash 8-40C diesel shell only. The shell is missing the vented top section on one
end. Shell is C8.

2483 Lionel 9065930000 electric dealer sign with four boys new in OB, circa 1994. The sign measures 24 inches by 13 inches
and is in working order.

2484 Lionel 9065929000 electric dealer Lionel Electric Trains sign new in OB, circa 1994. The sign measures 24 inches by 13
inches and is in working order.

2485 Lionel 9-65943 cardboard R.R. crossing signal with accessories and instruction sheet in OB. The STOP decal is missing
from the kit. The piece when assembled is 7 foot tall. The kit is complete and appears to have never been assembled.
Some of the pieces show some minor wear.

2486 Lionel Fundimensions plastic dealer sign that measures 36 inches by 30 inches in like new condition.
2487 Lionel TTOS Convention cars; 9535 baggage 1977 Columbus, Ohio, 9526 Snowbird observation 1976 Utah, 9678
Universal City, Cal from 1978, 9347 Niagara Falls, NY three dome tank from 1979, 52053 Carail boxcar Dearborn,
Michigan from 1994 in OB and a 52040 GTW flatcar with a 52033 Wolverine Division tractor and trailer from 1994 in
OB. The cars in OBs are C10. The other two cars are C9. Also included is a KMT 1973 TTOS Disneyland Hotel boxcar,
C9.

2488 Lionel two 18833 Milwaukee Road RS3 diesels, C8.
2489 Lionel Railroader Club freight cars; four 12875 tractor and trailer sets, 19953 boxcar 6464-97 and a 29200 boxcar 6464 all
in OBs. Two of the 12875 sets have outer shipping cartons. Cars are factory new in OBs, C10.

2490 Lionel LCCA 52300 The Halloween General set in individual OBs, set box and outer shipping carton. Also included is a
52405 The Halloween General Add-On Cars factory sealed in OB with outer shipping carton. The set and Add-on cars are
C10.

2491 Lionel LCCA Halloween General 52348 operating sheriff & outlaw car and a 52406 horse artillery transportation car both
factory new in OBs.

2492 Lionel LCCA 52023 Detroit & Toledo Shore Line two bay center flow hopper held in Dearborn, Mi. from 1993 with
original signatures of Richard Kughn and Nicholas DeGrazia past presidents of Lionel. This car came out of the Albert
Otten estate and both of these signatures are listed as authentic on his inventory. The car has never been run, C10.

2493 Lionel LCCA 29232 Lenny the Lion hi-cube boxcar signed by long time employee, Lenny Dean in OB. This boxcar is one
of a limited number of 468 units especially produced by LCCA June, 1999. Car has never been run, C10. This car came
out of the Albert Otten estate and the signature is listed as authentic on his inventory.

2494 Lionel LCCA 6464-2002 Maddox retirement boxcar from the 2002 Pittsburgh, Pa. convention signed by Dick Maddox on
one side and Angela Trotta Thomas on the other side in OB, C10. This car came out of the Albert Otten estate and these
signatures are listed as authentic on his inventory.
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2495 Lionel LCCA separate sale loads; 52131 Beechcraft Airplane blue from 1997, 52138 Beechcraft Airplane orange from
1997 and two 52153 four Vintage Lionel automobiles factory new in OBs, C10. The 52138 and one of the 52153 autos
have outer shipping cartons.

2496 Lionel LCCA 25th Anniversary commemorative lanterns in OBs, two blue and one clear, C10.
2497 Lionel LCCA tractor and trailer sets in OBs; two 52055 SOVEX, two 52056 Southern and two 52091 Lennox in OBs, C10.
Also included is a LCCA tractor and a 52092 Iowa Interstate Railroad from 1995, C10.

2498 Lionel LCCA 52495 Union Pacific water tower from 2008 with outer shipping carton and a LCCA/LOTS 12958 industrial
water tower no. 193 from 2000 Dearborn, Michigan both in OBs, C9.

2499 Lionel LCCA two 52206 shells only for 2000 Irvington Chesterfield SD40 diesels. One shell is a factory error and has no
stampings on either side. The shells have never been mounted.

2500 Lionel 18872 GP7 Wabash triple lash in OB. The power unit numbered 453 has original signatures that were obtained on
August 14, 1999 at the Fort Worth, Texas Convention. The engine has the nine original signatures; Dick MaddoxPresident, Robert Grubba-Director of Engineering, Max Petlakh-Design Engineer, Jim Hamilton-Production Mgr., Charlie
Rataj-Director of Manufacturing, Thom Blischor-Senior Advisor, Ken Silvestri-VP of Sales, Richard Kughn and Neil
Young. The engines have never been run, C9. This engine came out of the Albert Otten estate and these signatures are
listed as authentic on his inventory. This engine with all of these signatures is a neat piece of Lionel history.

2501 Lionel two 6116 Soo Line iron ore cars, two 6122 Penn Central iron ore cars, 5717 Santa Fe bunk car and 5726 Southern
bunk car all in OBs, C9.

2502 Lionel 18424 on-track pick-up truck in unusual blue and pink color in OB, C9-10.
2503 Lionel 18423 on-track step van and two 18424 on-track pick-up trucks in OBs except for one of the 18424 trucks. Also
included is a blue Pennsylvania switcher, C8.

2504 Lionel two 16791 New York City Lights boxcars, one in OB, 16792 Constellations Ursa Minor hi-cube boxcar and a 26717
Constellations Orion hi-cube boxcar, C9.

2505 Lionel 8360 Long Island GP20 powered diesel and a 8367 Long Island GP20 dummy unit that is in OB. The frame on the
dummy unit has some rust. Also included is a 8030 Illinois Central GP9 powered diesel and a 8254 Illinois Central GP9
dummy unit. All units are C6-7.

2506 Lionel 52024 Artrain Conrail auto carrier 1993 and 16345 Southern Pacific T.T.U.X. flatcars with trailers both in OBs,
C10. Also included is a 16242 Grand Trunk Western auto carrier, C8.

2507 Lionel 8701 The General 4-4-0 steam loco and tender and a 9553 W&ARR horse car both in OBs. The loco is C8 and the
horse car is C9.

2508 Lionel freight cars including; 16368 Katy Liquified Oxygen car, 17124 ADM ACF three bay hopper, 29413 Airex boat
loader and 16757 Johnny Lightning auto carrier by Eastwood Automobilia all in OBs, C10. Also included is 16709 New
York Central Derrick flatcar and 16610 track maintenance flatcar missing the load, C8.

2509 Lionel 21952 LL Service Station Special set from 2000 factory sealed in OB, C10. There is a tear in the cellophane wrap.
2510 Lionel cabooses; 17606 New York Central, 19726 New York Central bay window and a 19807 Pennsylvania extended
vision all in OBs. The 19726 is C10. The other two cabooses are C8. Also included is a K-Line K612-2113 UP RR
Police smoking bay window caboose in OB, C10.

2511 Lionel 18005 New York Central 1-700E 4-6-4 Hudson steam loco and tender in OB. This loco and tender came out of the
Albert Otten estate and has been custom gold-plated. Loco and tender are C8-9.
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2512 Lionel 17214 Rail Box with diesel RailSounds and a QSI 23525 Lackawanna Railroad cattle car with live action sound,
C8.

2513 Hudson Products Collectors freight set including F3 A diesel unit with single motor, F3 A dummy unit, two boxcars, one in
OB, tank car and a caboose. This train set used Lionel parts and is custom decorated Lionel Corporation. Set is C8.

2514 Lionel accessories; 12709 banjo signal, two 12760 highway flashers, two sets of 12708 street lamps three packs, two
62283 die-cast metal bumpers and two 12898 flag poles all in OBs except for the flag poles and the banjo signal. The
accessories in the boxes are C10. The flag poles and banjo signal are C8.

2515 Bundy gondola that is a Lionel Product redecorated by Victor Bodek in box. The gondola is labeled underneath 12 of 25.
Also included is a Dow tank car that is a Lionel Product redecorated by the Pleasant Valley Process Co. in box. Both cars
are C9.

2516 Lionel tractor and trailer sets including; two 12860 Lionel Visitor Center, two 12786 Lionelville and a three 12739 Lionel
tankers all in OBs except for one of the 12739 tankers, C10. Also included are tractor and trailer sets not in OBs; 12777
Chevron, 12779 Lionelville Grain Co., 12807 Little Caesars Pizza!Pizza!, 12725 Lionel, 12783 Monon Corp. and an Ertl
Ace Hardware, C8.

2517 Eastwood Automobilia First Gear 19-0104 die-cast metal 1951 Ford F-6 in OB, Lionel Department Store Display Service
truck and trailer, Lionel Ertl Plant Maintenance car and a Lionel Lines dump truck. Also included is an Eastwood
Autmobilia Liberty Classics limited edition Stearman biplane in OB, a Beechcraft Staggerwing biplane and an American
Flyer AF-01 biplane. The vehicles and airplanes are C8-9.

2518 Hallmark Luxury Limited Edition Lionel 2332 Pennsylvania GG1 electric loco with display board and case in OB, C10.
2519 Lionel 12722 roadside diner with smoke in OB, C10 and two Williams Reproductions Madisonville Diners, C8. Also
included is an 12761 animated billboard and fourteen 2952 green die-cast billboards. The 12761 is C8 and the 2952
billboards are C10.

2520 Lionel LOTS Convention freight cars; 9414 Cotton Belt boxcar from 1980, 3764 E. Kahns Sons Co. reefer from 1981,
6111 L&N covered hopper from 1983, 303 Stauffer Tank car from 1985 and 6211 C&O long gondola from 1986 all in
OBs, C9-10.

2521 Lionel LOTS Convention freight cars; 17874 Milwaukee Road log dump car from 1988, 17875 Port Huron & Detroit
boxcar from 1989, 17882 B&O DD boxcar with ETD from 1990 and a 17890 CSX auto carrier from 1991 all in OBs, C10.

2522 Lionel LOTS Convention; 52014 BN T.T.U.X. flatcar set with N&W trailers, 52196 CP Maxi-stack flatcar with two
containers and 12958 Industrial water tower no. 193 all in OBs, C10.

2523 Lionel LOTS Convention freight cars including; 9414 Cotton Belt boxcar from 1980, 3764 E.Kahns Sons Co. reefer from
1981 and 6111 L&N covered hopper from 1983 all in OBs, C9-10. Also included is a 12958 Industrial water tower 193 in
OB that is damaged, C9-10. Also included is a billboard, C9.
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2524 Lionel LOTS Convention freight cars including; two 9414 Cotton Belt boxcars from 1980 and two 3764 E. Kahns Sons Co.
reefers from 1981 all in OBs

2525 Lionel 31794 New York City Transit and New York City Transit Authority R30 subway set in individual OBs and set box.
The set includes one powered and three non-powered subway cars and has Legacy RailSounds. The set is factory new,
C10.

2526 Lionel cardboard reproduction Leo the Lion lantern display from 1996 factory sealed in OB.
2527 Lionel 6464-500 yellow Timken type V boxcar, circa 1970. This car was made by Lionel for Glen Uhl who was a dealer
in Ohio. Car has never been run, C9-10.

2528 Lionel accessories; 12768 burning switch tower in OB, 12917 switch tower no. 445 and a 2128 operating switchman in
OB, C9.

2529 Lionel freight cars; 7700 Uncle Sam Wants You boxcar, 9036 Mobilgas tank, 9111 Norfolk & Western hopper, 9123 C&O
3 tier auto carrier, 9135 Norfolk & Western hopper in OB, 9141 Burlington Northern gondola, 9154 Borden tank car, 9157
C&O flatcar, 9306 flatcar with two horses, 9442 Canadian Pacific boxcar and a 9853 white Cracker Jack reefer, C6-8.

2530 Lionel accessories; 12911 Trainmaster Command base, 12885 40-watt 3-amp power and control system, two 14111
controllers no. 1531R and three 32923 1.8 amp transformers all in OBs, C9-10.

2531 Lionel TCA Bicentennial Special no. 2 containing; 1976 U36B diesel, 1974 Stars & Stripes Pullman, 1975 American Eagle
Pullman, 1973 Freedom Bell observation plaque and paperwork in OB, C9-10. The box is worn.

2532 Lionel TCA Convention freight cars including; 9779 boxcar from Philadelphia, Pa. 1976, two 7812 stock cars from
Houston, Tx. 1977 one in OB, two 9611 hi-cube boxcars from Boston, Ma. 1978 one in OB. The 9779 and one of the 7812
stock cars have rust on the frames and are C6. The other cars are C8-9. Also included is a 2256 station platform from
Orlando, Florida, 1975 in OB, C7.

2533 Lionel 52037 TCA Yorkrail GP9 engine from 1994 in OB, C10.
2534 Lionel 9319 Silver Jubilee mint car Western Division from Disneyland Hotel 1979, C9-10.
2535 Lionel TCA 9184 North Texas Chapter Erie bay window caboose from 1977 and a 52000 Detroit-Toledo Chapter flatcar
with trailer from 1992 both in OBs, C9-10.

2536 Lionel 52119 20th Anniversary National Toy Train Museum Committee boxcar with original signature by Angela Trotta
Thomas on both sides of the car in OB. Car is also dated 4-17-97. The box is also signed. Car is C10. This car came out
of the Albert Otten estate and this signature is listed as authentic on his inventory.

2537 Lionel TCA 52414 D&RGW PS-4 flatcar with snowmobile load from Denver, Co 2007 and a 52385 Ward Kimball CalStewart boxcar from 2005 both in OBs, C10.
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2538 Lionel NETCA 52111 Ben & Jerrys flatcar with trailer in OB. Also included is the tractor for Ben & Jerrys flatcar. The
flatcar, trailer and tractor are C10.

2539 Lionel NETCA 52212 Berkshire Brewing reefer in OB. Also included is a Weaver C-516 NETCA New Haven caboose
and a Custom decorated by Crown Model Products, Inc. NETCA Clicquot Club refrigerator car both in OBs. The cars are
C10.

2540 Lionel LCA 52004 Algoma Central gondola and a 17893 British American Oil Company tank both in OBs, C10.
2541 Williams TCA Twenty-Fifth Anniversary Limited GG1 passenger set including; GG1 diesel loco, 2502 Buena Park
Pullman, 2503 South Carver Pullman and a 2501 Yardley observation all in OBs except fro the GG1 diesel loco. Also
included is a cloth Museum Boosters banner. The GG1 is missing one pantograph and is C7. The 2501 is missing the
observation deck. The cars have never been run, however have a few minor scratches, C7-8. The OBs have water stains.

2542 Lionel 52037 TCA Yorkrail GP9 engine from 1994 in OB, C9.
2543 Lionel Celebration Series 31711 Wabash freight set no. 1563W with RailSounds in individual OBs, set box and outer
shipping carton. Also included is a 14584 Wabash F3 dummy A unit. The set and dummy unit are factory new, C10.

2544 Lionel 28354 CSX Genset Switcher no. 1303 in OB with outer shipping carton, C9.
2545 Lionel Celebration Series 31727 Rio Grande freight set no. 2291W with RailSounds in set box with outer shipping carton.
Also included is a 24528 Rio Grande F3 dummy A in OB with outer shipping carton. The set and dummy A are factory
new, C10.

2546 Lionel 2318 operating control tower in OB and a 12701 operating fueling station. The 2318 has a melt mark in the roof.
The accessories are C7.

2547 Lionel Coca Cola freight set no. 1463 in OB including; 9743 Sprite, 9744 Tab, 9745 Fanta boxcar, 4050 transformer and
curve track sections, C8. The set is missing the 8473 switcher and 9073 caboose. Set is in a damaged and worn OB. Also
included is an 8020 Santa Fe Alco dummy A unit, 8559 Norfolk and Western GP9 diesel numbered 1776 and a 9170
Norfolk and Western caboose numbered 1776, C6.

2548 Lionel 5712 Lionel Lines refrigerator car and a 6214 Lionel Lines long gondola in OB, C9.
2549 Lionel Redwood Valley Express freight set no. 1403 in OB. The set is missing the operating log dump car, square window
caboose, track sections and some of the accessories.

2550 Lionel Spirit of 76 freight set including; 1776 U36B diesel and boxcars; 7601 Delaware, 7602 Pennsylvania, 7603 New
Jersey, 7604 Georgia, 7605 Connecticut, 7606 Massachusetts, 7607 Maryland, 7608 South Carolina, 7609 New Hampshire,
7610 Virginia, 7611 New York State, 7612 North Carolina, 7613 Rhode Island and a 7600 caboose all in OBs. The set has
never been run, C9-10. Eleven of the boxes are missing the cellophane front.

2551 Lionel two 9121 L&N flatcars with dozers and scrapers, 9157 C&O flatcar with construction crane kit and a 9158 PC
flatcar with steam shovel kit in OBs. Also included is a 9158-101 steam shovel kit, two shovel kits; 12751 and 12901 and
two crane kits; 12750 and 12900 all in OBs. The flatcars and kits are factory new, C10.

2552 Lionel two 19925 Learning Center boxcars with brass plaques, one that reads Interact 1992 and one that reads
Teleometrics August 1992 both in OBs. These boxcars were presented to Lionel employees that successfully completed
the courses. The boxcars are factory new, C10.

2553 Lionel 18215 CSX Dash 8 40-C diesel engine numbered 7643 in OB. This engine is unusual due to the fact that it was
stamped CSX only on one side. The engine has never been run, C10.
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2554 Lionel collectible train watch factory sealed in box and a Lionel 100th Anniversary pocket watch showing a 671 steam
turbine loco, C10.

2555 Lionel royal blue Norfolk and Western covered hopper special production by Lionel for Glen Uhl a Lionel dealer in Ohio,
circa 1970. The hopper was given the postwar number of 6446-25. Reportedly only 450 of these hoppers were produced.
The hopper is C9. The hopper is in a box numbered 9135.

2556 Lionel 19916 employee Christmas boxcar from 1992 signed by Richard Kughn owner of Lionel in OB. The car is factory
new, C10.

2557 Lionel 19921 employee Christmas boxcar from 1993 signed by Richard Kughn owner of Lionel in OB. The car is factory
new, C10.

2558 Lionel 19928 employee Christmas boxcar from 1994 signed by Richard Kughn owner of Lionel in OB. The car is factory
new, C10.

2559 Lionel FM Train Master diesel shell that has been chromed with no markings. The inside of the cab is marked Lionel, Mt.
Clemens, Mich 2321-5. The chrome is bright and shiny and cab has never been mounted,C10.

2560 Lionel factory error 19824 U.S. Army target launcher complete with accessories and instruction sheet in OB. The car body
has no stampings on either sides. Car is factory new, C10.

2561 Lionel unusual 9311 automatic dump car which is unstamped with multicolored plastic parts, C8.
2562 Lionel unusual clear shell 9308 aquarium car in OB. The shell on this aquarium car was never stamped or painted. There
is a small crack near the screw hole. The car has some black spots. Car has never been run, C7-8.

2563 Reproduction two streamline clear tender shells that have never been painted. Both shells have the letters R.W.G. stamped
inside. Tenders are C9-10.

2564 Williams F3 AA diesel chassis with clear shells that are decorated with Milwaukee Road decals. The diesels have never
been run and decals are all intact. Diesels are C10.

2565 Clear clear handle for a TW transformer, clear top for a no. 30 water tower and a clear tray for a 497 coal loader, C9-10.
Both items have never been painted. The manufacturer is unknown.

2566 Lionel LCCA Convention car 9701-B Baltimore & Ohio automobile double door boxcar in OB. This car is from the 2nd
Annual LCCA Convention held in Kansas City, Mo. in 1972. This is the first LCCA Convention car ever issued and is
stamped no. 216 on the underside of the car. The car has never been run, C9.

2567 Lionel LCCA Convention car 9727 Tennessee, Alabama & Georgia boxcar. This car is from the 3rd Annual LCCA
Convention held in Huntsville, Ala in 1973. This car is stamped no. 1080 on the underside of the car. The car has never
been run, C9.

2568 Lionel LCCA Convention Cars including; 9118 Corning covered quad hopper from 1974 Corning N.Y. 9155 Monsanto
tank from 1975 St. Louis, Mo., 9212 Seaboard Coast Line flatcar with two trailers from 1976 Atlanta, Ga., 9259 Southern
bay window caboose from 1977 Cincinnati, Ohio, 9728 Union Pacific stock car from 1978 Denver, Co. and a 9733 Airco
boxcar all in OBs except for the 9118 and 9155. The cars have never been run, C9-10.

2569 Lionel LCCA Convention freight cars including; 9358 Sands of Iowa covered quad hopper from 1980 Des Moines, Iowa,
9435 Central of Georgia from 1981 Chattanooga, Tn., 9460 Detroit & Toledo Shore Line boxcar from 1982 Detroit, Mi.,
6112 Commonwealth Edison quad hopper from 1983 Rockford, Il., 7403 Louisville, New Albany and Corydon from 1984
Louisville, Ky, 6567 crane car from 1985 New Orleans, La., 6323 Virginia Chemicals tank car from 1986 Norfolk, Va. and
17873 Ashland tank car from 1988 Lexington, Ky. all in OBs. Cars have never been run, C10.
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2570 Lionel LCCA Convention freight cars including; 17899 NASA tank car from 1992 Orlando, Fl. with outer shipping carton,
52038 Southern hopper from 1994 Chattanooga, Tn., 52074 Iowa Beef Packers reefer from 1995 Des Moines, Iowa, 52090
Pere Marquette boxcar from 1996 Grand Rapids, Mi., 52110 C St.PM & O boxcar from 1997 Bloomington, Mn., 52151
Amtrak Express baggage car from 1998 Philadelphia, Pa., 52152 Ben Franklin boxcar from 1998 Philadelphia, Pa. and a
52176 FW&D boxcar from 1999 Fort Worth, Texas all in OBs. Also included is a LCCA 4001 RJ Corman boxcar. The
cars have never been run, C9-10.

2571 Lionel LCCA Convention cars; 52273 Special LCCA/Lionel on site Carnegie Science Center submarine car from 2002
Pittsburgh, Pa. and two 52267 car 2 Pennsylvania hoppers from 2002 Pittsburgh, Pa. in outer shipping cartons. Also
included is a LCCA 52257 Limited Edition Christmas gondola from 2001 in OB. Cars are factory new, C10.

2572 Lionel LCCA Convention two 52100 station platforms and two 52153 four vintage Lionel automobiles all in OBs.
2573 MTH LCCA two sets of 57 street lamps, one peacock and one maroon from 1997 both in OBs. Also included is a MTH 57
green lamp and a 57 maroon lamp. Street lamps are C9-10.

2574 Lionel LCCA Meet Special freight cars including; two 9036 Mobilgas tank 1978-1979 and four 9016 B&O Chessie
hoppers 1979-1980 Cars have never been run, C9-10.

2575 Lionel LCCA four 52206 shells only for 2000 Irvington Chesterfield SD40 diesels. Three of the shells have the center roof
sections with two air vents missing. The shells have never been mounted.

2576 Lionel LCCA accessories; three 52100 station platforms in OBs, 52131 blue Beechcraft airplane from 1997 in OB, 52138
orange Beechcraft airplane from 1997, 2952 die-cast billboard with LCCA ad and two uncut sheets of LCCA billboard ads
with each sheet consisting of eight ads. Also included is a Plasticville U.S.A. 45986-LCCA Municipal airport kit in OB
and a white unmarked billboard with LCCA 1990 ad. The accessories are C10.

2577 Lionel accessories; two 2111 elevated trestle sets, three 4060 Trainmaster transformers, 4150 tranformer and a 2320 flag
pole kit all in OBs except for the 4150 transformer. Also included are Bachmann Plasticville kits; 1964 TV station, 1957
coaling station and a 45986 airport hangar with airplanes all in OBs. The 1964 and 45986 are factory sealed. All
accessories are C10 except for the 4150 transformer which is cracked.

2578 Lionel 31794 New York City Transit Authority R30 Subway Set set in individual OBs and set box. The set includes one
powered and three non-powered subway cars and has Legacy RailSounds. The set is factory new, C10.

2579 Model Train Sales Inc. made in Korea; two orange flatcars with airplane loads, one airplane is orange over blue and one is
blue over orange and two blue flatcars with airplane loads, one airplane is orange over blue and one is blue over orange all
in OBs. the cars have never been run, C9.

2580 Model Train Sales Inc. made in Korea; 62277 U.S. Army flatcar with airplane load, unmarked flatcar with U.S. Army sub
no. 1916, 12189 U.S. Army flatcar, unmarked flatcar with sub with no markings and an unmarked flatcar with a U.S.M.C.
sub no. 3241 all in OBs except for the unmarked flat with sub no. 3241. Cars have never been run, C9.

2581 Model Train Sales Inc. made in Korea; 6834 U.S. Coast Guard flatcar with operating sub, unmarked black flatcar with
unmarked black sub, blue flatcar with orange over blue airplane and an orange flatcar with blue over orange airplane all in
OBs. Cars have never been run except for the orange flatcar that has scratches. Cars are C9.

2582 Model Train Sales Inc. made in Korea three clear flatcars, one with an unmarked rocket. The flatcars have never been
painted. The cars have never been run, C9.

2583 Model Train Sales, Inc. made in Korea two clear unpainted tender shells that have never been mounted. Tender shells are
stamped MADE IN KOREA 1666T-4.
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2584 Atlas black unmarked hopper, two orange single dome tanks with blue ends and a track cleaning car with aluminum base,
orange generator, black tank and gray tool chest, manufacturer unknown. The tanks are unmarked and have the no. 6415-T
-10A stamped on the underside of the frames. Cars are C8.

2585 Lionel accessory parts; icing station body, whistling station bases, coaling station roofs, newsstand roof, windmill base and
fans, 264 operating forklift and forklifts. All accessories are factory new, C10. Also included are two station platform, one
missing parts and one that has been repainted.

2586 Lionel accessories; clear helicopter unpainted and unmarked and a clear helicopter marked Navy, red plane, LCCA 1997
Special Edition orange plane missing a wing, chrome plane, autos and orange plane wings. Also included is a Kusan
rocket. Items are factory new, C10.

2587 Lionel seven orange step van shells, Burro crane body, gang car body, hand car body and trolley roofs. Items are factory
new, C10.

2588 Lionel five gold and silver bullion loads for mint cars, canisters, reels, boxcar doors, beacons and generators. Most of the
parts are factory new, C9-10.

2589 Lionel selection of parts and accessories; tubes of smoke fluid, 14240 ice blocks packs, life saver wrappers for tank cars,
six drums and pallet, bags of coal and plastic oil drums. Also included are MTH clock heads. The parts and accessories
are factory new, C9-10.

2590 Lionel accessories; 5902 momentary accessory switches, lockons, wires and 153C contactors. Accessories are factory
new, C9-10.

2591 Lionel diesel truck assemblies and side trucks. Most of the parts are factory new, C9-10.
2592 Lionel selection of parts; motorized trucks, armatures, steam engine motor and 610 2929-100 motor and gear boxes, C7-8.
2593 Lionel selection of parts; boxcar frames, loco frames, 8024 steam engine shell, whistle body boxes, caboose frame, trucks
and miscellaneous engine and car parts. Some of the parts are factory new. Please view photo to verify condition and
selection.

2594 Lionel Parts Lists and Exploded Diagrams 1970-1986 by Greenberg Publishing Co. in binder and two empty binders one
for Lionel Parts Lists and Exploded Diagrams Supplements and one for Lionel Parts Lists and Exploded Diagrams
Supplements Volume 3. Also included are two Lionel Service Station Parts Manuals in binders, 1972-1973 Lionel parts
manual in binder, Lionel Classics Service Center Tinplate Parts booklet and Lionel Parts and Pictorial Diagrams
Supplement 45 part 1. Please view photo to verify selection and condition.

2595 American Flyer S gauge parts manuals in two binders. Please view photo to verify selection and condition.
2596 Two Plexiglas display cases with boards. One of the cases measures 28 inches in length and has a brass NYC 700E
Hudson plaque and the smaller case measures 24 inches in length. Please view photo to verify condition.

2597 Lionel original boxes only for the following; 1632 Service Station Special Santa Fe Work Train set box with all individual
component boxes, 5733 LL bunk car, 6239 Burlington Northern Standard O boxcar, 8690 LL trolley car, 9182 N&W
lighted caboose, 9288 Lehigh Valley caboose, 9491 Lionel Christmas car and a Lionel box that contained a product
redecorated by Pleasant Valley Process Co. Also included are Lionel catalogs from 1980-1992, instruction sheets,
billboard ads and a plastic building kit. Please view photo to verify selection and condition.

2598 Selection of books including; paperback Bantum Model Railroading books from the 1950s, How to Build and Operate a
Model Railroad by Marshall McClintock and The Steel Highway Railway Planning & Making by Cecil J. Allen. Please
view photo to verify selection and condition.
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2599 Selection of vehicles including; Dinky, Matchbox and one manufacturer unknown, C7-8. Most of the Matchbox vehicles
are marked York Fair.

2600 Lionel large scale Pennsylvania freight set including; 85100 Loco, 87400 gondola and a 87700 caboose all in OBs. Also
included is a Lionel large scale 87200 operating hand car in OB. The loco is C9. The other cars and hand car are C9-10.

2601 LGB G scale 2155S White Pass & Yukon diesel engine with sound in OB. The diesel has never been run, C9-10.
2602 LGB G scale Limited Editions White Pass & Yukon freight cars including; 4080-W01 single dome tank, 076-W02 hopper
with coal load, and a 4065-W03 caboose all in OBs with outer sleeves. Cars have never been run, C9-10.

2603 LGB G scale White Pass & Yukon freight cars including; 4167 boxcar, 4168 stock car, 4085 flatcar with container and a
4086 flatcar with two containers all in OBs with outer sleeves. Cars have never been run, C9-10.

2604 LGB G scale 2055 White Pass and Yukon diesel engine in OB. Diesel has never been run, C9-10.
2605 LGB G scale 4071 Railway Express Agency refrigerator car and 4074-B02 Denver, South Park and Pacific refrigerator car
both in OBs with outer sleeve. Cars have never been run, C9-10.

2606 LGB G scale Denver, South Park & Pacific passenger cars including; 32840 baggage, 3180 coach and a 3181 combo car all
in OBs with outer sleeves. The cars have never been run, C9-10.

2607 LGB G scale 4070 Budweiser refrigerator car, 4072 Miller High Life refrigerator car and a 4074 Pabst Milwaukee
refrigerator car all in OBs two with outer sleeves. The cars have never been run, C9-10.

2608 LGB G scale Limited Edition 46670 Coors Malted Milk boxcar Collectible Serial no. 0064 and a 4072 Coca Cola
refrigerator car both in OBs with outer sleeves. The 46670 has an outer shipping carton. Cars have never been run, C9-10.

2609 LGB G scale 4090 Morton Salt Cinnamon Limited Edition boxcar no. 675 of 2040 and a 4080 Conoco Tank both in OBs
with outer sleeves. The 4090 has an outer shipping carton. Also included is a 4076 East Broad Top hopper with coal load
in OB. Cars have never been run, C9-10.

2610 LGB G scale 4085CC Limited Edition LGB Model Railroad Club 13th Anniversary flatcar with one container and a 4335S
Christmas boxcar with sound both in OBs with outer sleeves. Cars have never been run, C9-10.

2611 LGB G scale Colorado and Southern 2019S steam engine and tender with a 4065G01 caboose both in OBs. The caboose
has an outer sleeve. Engine and caboose have never been run, C9-10.

2612 LGB G scale two 4059 flatcars one with two autos and one with no load and a 4066 log loader all in OBs with outer
sleeves. Cars have never been run, C9-10.

2613 LGB G scale Wilson Bros. Circus set with Certificate of Authenticity no. 0064. Circus set consists of the following
components: 24192 steam engine and tender, 3084-DG advertising car no. 1, 3080-DG Performers car, 3181-DG Advance
Advertising car, 4060-DG flatcar with Caterpillar load, 4067-DG Tent & Supply car, 4068-DG Stock Elephant car, 4080DG water tank, 4160-DG flatcar with band wagon, 4160-DG flatcar, 4260-DG flatcar with Tableau wagon, four 4360-DG
flatcars with ramps and a 4075-DG pie car and caboose. Also included six cage wagons, two 1931 Model Sixty diesel
Caterpillars, three winches, canopy and cable dozer blade for the Caterpillars and two posters. All components are in OBs
with outer sleeves and some with outer cartons. The set is factory new, C10.

2614 Delton Locomotive Works G scale 2264P Pennsylvania Mack Railbus no. 95 of 500 sold in OB. Also included is a
Kalamazoo gauge 1 Valley Forge by George TCA 35th National Convention boxcar in OB. The Railbus and boxcar have
never been run, C9-10.

2615 LGB G scale 90013 Rigiduo Pendelbahn operating cable car complete with cardboard cut out sheets in OB, C8.
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2616 Lehmann Rigi Electric 900E cable car set in OB, C7-8.
2617 MRC Symphony 77 realistic digital Railroad sound system in OB, C8.
2618 Pola-LGB G scale Bobbys Garage with certificate in OB with outer sleeve, C9.
2619 M.S. Productions G scale MS-1002 sideline switch tower 1995 in OB. The tower has never been assembled, C10.
2620 Selection of G scale Little People and Ozark Miniatures accessories factory sealed in original packaging. Please view
photo to verify selection and condition.

2621 Selection of G scale building fronts, telephone poles, Pola-LGB 954 fence sections, wooden and metal fence sections.
Please view photo to verify selection and condition.

2622 Lionel G scale 81014 James the Red Engine electric train set with two troublesome trucks factory sealed in OB, C10.
2623 Lionel G scale 87206 operating Wile E. Coyote and Roadrunner handcar in OB, C10.
2624 Bachmann Big Haulers G scale Golden Classics Limited Edition Pennsylvania passenger set complete with trestle and
transformer in OB. Set does not have track. Set is C9.

2625 Lionel 11742 Coastal Limited freight set factory sealed in OB, C10.
2626 Lionel 1381 Cannonball freight set and a 1081 Wabash Cannonball freight set both in OBs. The 1081 is C7 and the 1381
is C6-7.

2627 Lionel 18416 Bugs and Daffy hand car in OB, C10.
2628 Williams Erie Lackawanna AC-15 Alco PA power A unit, AC-19 Alco PA dummy B unit and an AC-16 Alco PA dummy
A unit all in OBs with outer shipping carton. The units have never been run, C9.

2629 Williams Erie Lackawanna passenger cars including United States Mail baggage, Pequest combine, Tobyhanna coach,
Chenango coach and a Pocono observation in damaged Styrofoam inserts. Cars are C8.

2630 Williams NYC Gray Hudson no. 4001 steam 4-6-4 loco with tender in individual OBs and outer master carton. The tender
has a paint chip on the side, otherwise loco and tender are C8.

2631 Rail King 30-1170-1 Pennsylvania 0-6-0 B6 switcher steam engine with Proto Sound 2.0 in OB, C9-10.
2632 Rail King 30-2149-0 Pennsylvania SW9 switcher diesel engine 3-rail horn in OB. Also included is a 30-2201-0
Pennsylvania RS3 diesel engine with Loco Sound in OB. The diesels have never been run, C9-10.

2633 Rail King RK-1110 Erie Berkshire 2-8-4 steam loco and tender in OB. Loco and tender have never been run, C9-10.
2634 Rail King Pittsburgh & West Virginia 30-2347-1 FM H10-44 Diesel engine with Proto Sound 2.0, 30-7462 boxcar and a 30
-7747 offset steel caboose both in OBs. Engine and cars have never been run, C9-10.

2635 Rail King Iron City freight cars; 30-7832 no. 3 modern reefer, 30-7831 no. 2 modern reefer, 30-76110 flatcar with trailer,
30-7368 Pittsburgh Brewing Co. three dome tank and a 30-7367 three dome tank car with outer shipping carton all in OBs.
Also included is a 30-90044 Iron City lighted billboard 30-7840 American Beer modern reefer in OB. Cars have never
been run and lighted billboard are C10.

2636 Rail King 30-1149-1 Pennsylvania S-2 turbine engine with Proto Sounds in OB. The engine has never been run, C10.
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2637 Rail King freight cars including; 30-74055 Eat n Park Smiley Cookie boxcar, 30-74089 KDKA original logo boxcar, 30
-74052 Kennywood Park boxcar, 30-7846 Isalys chipped chopped ham modern reefer car and a 30-7539 Dads pet foods 4bay hopper with load and outer shipping carton all in OBs. Cars have never been run, C10.

2638 Rail King RK-1113L NYC Dreyfuss Hudson steam loco and tender in OB. The Hudson has never been run, C9-10.
2639 Rail King TCA freight cars; 30-7667 auto carrier with Ertl 32 panel vans and two car set 30-74161 consisting of a 30
-74161A Pennsylvania 2004 boxcar 64641954 and a 30-74161B Pittsburgh & Lake Erie 2004 boxcar 64642004 all in
individual boxes and outer shipping cartons. Also included is a 30-7674 TTOS auto carrier with Ertl T-Birds and a MTH
20-92014 BNSF MTHRRC-2000 tank in OBs with outer shipping cartons. Cars have never been run, C10.

2640 Rail King New York Central RK-2001 F3 AA diesel set and two RK-2010B F3 B units in OBs. The power A unit has
been test run, C9. The dummy A and both B units have never been run, C9-10.

2641 Rail King 30-2176-0 New York Central SW-8 switcher in OB. The switcher has been test run, C9. Also included is a
MTH MT-2079L NYC Fairbanks Morse H10-44 diesel in OB. The FM has been test run, C9.

2642 Rail King 30-2375-1 Pittsburgh & Lake Erie SW-1500 switcher diesel engine with Proto Sound 2.0 in OB. Switcher has
been test run, C9.

2643 Rail King freight cars including; 30-7311 Sinclair semi-scale tank car, 30-7633 Baltimore & Ohio flatcar with trailer, 30
-7615 MTH Service Center flatcar with Ertl 55 Cameo wreckers, 30-7437 Pennsylvania boxcar, 30-8103 Pennsylvania
dies-cast tank car, 30-7730 Pennsylvania caboose and two buildings including a 30-9031 Pennsylvania switch tower and a
1934 First City Bank all in OBs except for the Bank. The First City Bank is C8. The cars and the switch tower are C10.
Also included is a 7602 Santa Fe boxcar manufacturer unknown, C7.

2644 MTH 40-4000 Z-4000 transformer factory sealed in OB, C10.
2645 MTH MT-2100L Pennsylvania EMD SD-45 diesel in OB. The diesel has been test run, C9.
2646 MTH MT-2075L Pennsylvania Fairbanks Morse H10-44 diesel in OB. Diesel has been test run, C9.
2647 MTH MT-2054LP PRR Tuscan EMD F3 AA diesel set with Proto Sound and a MT-2062L PRR Tuscan EMD F3 B unit
both in OBs. The AA units have been test run and are C9. The B unit has never been run, C10.

2648 MTH MT-4018 scale Pennsylvania Madison passenger car set containing three coaches, one baggage and an observation in
OB. Cars have never been run, C10.

2649 MTH 20-6530 70 foot scale Pennsylvania streamlined passenger car set including a baggage, three coaches and an
observation car in OB. Cars have never been run, C10.

2650 MTH Baltimore & Ohio passenger set; MT-2170-1 EMD E-8 ABA diesel set with outer shipping carton and a 20-6513 70
foot scale streamlined passenger car set including; a baggage, three coaches and an observation both in OBs. The diesels
and cars have never been run, C10.

2651 MTH 20-6121 Santa Fe 60 foot Aluminum Sleeper/Diner set in OB. Cars have never been run, C10.
2652 MTH freight cars including; 20-96028 Pittsburgh & West Virginia tank car, 20-90041 Pittsburgh 3-car slag car set missing
one car, 20-97447 Pennsylvania 2-bay offset hopper car with coal load, 20-97488 Montour 2-bay offset hopper car with
coal load, two 20-97518 Montour Coal Goes to War 2- bay offset hopper cars with coal and a MT-9105L Chesapeake &
Ohio extended vision caboose all in OBs. Also included is a Rail King by MTH 30-7795 Montour steel caboose in OB.
The cars are C10.

2653 Rail King by MTH 30-4121-1 Major League Baseball New York Yankees Train Set R-T-R train set with Proto Sound 2.0
factory new in OBs, C10.
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2654 Rail King by MTH 30-4122-1 Major League Baseball New York Yankees subway set R-T-T train set with Proto Sound 2.0
in OB. Also included is a 30-2417-3 MLB New York Yankees R-17 2-car non powered subway set in OB. The set and
the cars have never been run, C10.

2655 MTH 30-9101 Sinclair operating gas station, C8.
2656 Rail King by MTH 30-4075-1 Rescue 2 FDNY train set with Proto Sound 2.0 including; NW2 switcher, tank car, fire car
and a work caboose. The set has no boxes or accessories. Also included are three Rail King by MTH Rescue FDNY cars
including; two 30-74088 Ground Zero Spirit Flag Raising boxcars and a 30-74087 NY Skyline boxcar all in OBs. One of
the 30-74088 boxes is missing an insert. The loco has been test run, C9. The cars have never been run, C9-10.

2657 Rail King by MTH 30-1061 red operating die-cast street clock and a 30-1072 green operating die-cast street clock both in
OBs. Also included is Z-750 hobby transformer power unit in OB. The accessories are C10.

2658 MTH Northern Pacific EMD F-3 ABA diesel locomotive set including; MT-2087LP and MT-2095L in OBs. Diesel units
are numbered 6505A,6506B and 6506D. Diesel units have very light run time, C8-9.

2659 Bachmann Bros. Inc. Plasticville kits including; 1620-100 loading platform, 1800-149 gas station, 1630-100 Cape Cod
home, 1618-100 TV transmitting station, LC-2 log cabin kit, 1615-100 water tank, 1606-100 barnyard animals, 1804-149
greenhouse, 1600-100 church, 1601-100 barn, 1629-100 bungalow and a 3-F platform fence and gate unit all in OBs.
Some of the kits are not complete, C7-8.

2660 Bachmann Plasticville, U.S.A. 1975 coaling station and a 1815 signal bridge factory sealed in OBs, C10. Also included is
a large selection of Plasticville buildings, structures, fence, billboards, telephone poles, lamp posts, crossing gates, railroad
signs and signals. Please view photo to verify selection and condition.

2661 Lionel plastic buildings including; Rico Station, station and engine house. Also included is a Noma Station missing the
motor and record and a large signal tower missing the top section. Please view photo to verify selection and condition.
This lot will be sold as is with no returns.

2662 Downtown Deco O scale building kits including; DD3 Palace Hotel, DD6 Blue Angel Smoke Shop/Lous Tattoo Parlor,
DD7 Labor Temple, DD11 Corner Barber, DD4 Classic Art Deco Bus Depot, DD5 Monarch Distributing, Saint or Sinner
building, DD2 Bukowski Liquor and DD9 Archies Downtown Deco all in OBs. The kits are factory new and have never
been assembled.

2663 Korber Models Hometown U.S.A. O scale kits including; two 307A trolley barns, 307B trolley barn, 915 Quaker Foods
two story building, 903 Skyline Steel, 926 signal tower all in OBs and no. 37 short roof section and 38 long roof section
factory sealed in package. The two 307A barns are factory sealed. The kits have never been assembled and are factory
new, C10.

2664 Custom Dioramics accessory 1/35 scale plaster kits including; two CD-1105 The Banks, CD-1108 Urban sidewalks and a
CD-105 Italian Stable all in OBs. The kits have never been assembled or painted, however there are some broken pieces.

2665 Ameri-Towne by Buildings Unlimited O gauge kits including; 872 Bills Store, 67 Flicker Theater, 70 back wall and 75
Plain Jane Cafe. The 872 is in an OB, C7. The other three kits are factory sealed in original packaging, C10. Also
included is a selection of Ultimate Scenery System accessories factory sealed in packaging, Air Electric Machine Co., Inc.
metal windmill kit in OB and a heavy resin switch tower. The Ultimate Scenery System accessories are C10. The
windmill kit and resin switch tower are C8.

2666 Marx 4309 electric freight train set in OB, C8. Also included are Marx accessories; 417 bell ringing crossing signal, 421
twin light crossing flasher, 073/3 lighted Boulevard lamp post set and a Colber Boulevard lamp all in OBs, C8.
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2667 Marx lithographed eight-wheel 3/16 scale freight cars including; New York Central tender, 254000 B& O gondola, 256
Chemical Corp. tank car, 70311 Pennsylvania boxcar and three 92212 Reading cabooses. Also included is a 234 New
York Central plastic vista dome in OB and a selection of locos including a 333 and 1666, tenders and plastic eight-wheel
freight cars. Please view photo to verify selection and condition. This lot will be sold as is with no returns.

2668 Marx accessories; 418 bell ringing crossing signal in OB, three 438 automatic crossing gates, one in OB, two 311 manual
semaphores, one black and one red, two 423 electric automatic flasher, 434 block signal, 420 circuit breaker, 314 crossing
signal and a 429 chrome street lamp. Please view photo to verify selection and condition. This lot will be sold as is with
no returns.

2669 Marx accessories including; 1600 Glendale Depot, Girard Station, Oak Park Station, 1440 automatic grade crossing signal
man, 413 switchman tower, two 436 searchlight towers, 424 radio train control tower, 1460 gantry crane, 1303 Erie girder
bridge, 1320 Wabash bridge and metal fence. Please view photo to verify selection and condition. This lot will be sold as
is with no returns.

2670 Marx selection of lithographed four-wheel freight cars, tenders and a Commodore Vanderbilt loco. Please view photo to
verify selection and condition. This lot will be sold as is with no returns.

2671 Lionel freight cars including; 16245 Contadina boxcar, 16662 Bugs Bunny and Yosemite Sam outlaw car and a 9625
Major League Baseball American League boxcar all in OB, K-Line K-648801 Phoebe Snow Lackawanna classic boxcar, K
-6447 Christmas Edition Coca-Cola Historical boxcar and a Weaver Ford hopper all in OBs. All cars are C9-10.

2672 Lionel 8704 steam loco, three slope-back tenders, 6108 Racing Fuel tank, 16325 Microracers Exhibition ramp car, 9115
Planters hopper and a 6508 caboose. Please view photo to verify condition. This lot will be sold as is with no returns.

2673 Hallmark Great American Railways 746 Norfolk & Western steam loco and tender, 2332 Pennsylvania GG1 electric loco
with display case and a 726 Berkshire steam loco and tender with display case all in OBs, C10.

2674 Bowser Mfg. Co., Inc. O gauge Laurel Line trolley in OB, C8.
2675 Selection of Lionel and miscellaneous parts including; trucks, decals, transformer and electronic reverse unit. Please view
photo to verify selection and condition. This lot will be sold as is with no returns.

2676 Large selection of computer parts including mother boards, circuit boards and miscellaneous parts. Please view photo to
verify selection and condition. This lot will be sold as is with no returns.

2677 Lionel HO scale 2587 American Freedom passenger set in OB. The set is missing the Alco engine. Also included is a
Lionel HO 2781 Southern Freight Empire in individual OBs and set box. The sets have never been run, C9. The boxes
show some wear.

2678 Model Power HO scale produced exclusively for Mr. Goodwrench The Express Limited Edition Collectors freight set. Set
has never been run, C9-10.

2679 Tyco HO scale F3 diesel unit with clear shell, C8.
2680 HO scale Electric freight set made in Italy for Parkway Industries, Philadelphia, Pa. in OB with outer shipping carton. The
set includes a switcher marked 76 CN, Planters Peanuts boxcar, Burlington gondola, CN caboose, model 70203 AHM
Thunder Line Power Pack and track. The set is C7-8.

2681 Mantua HO scale 316-22 New York Central Lines Hudson steam loco and tender and a no. 385-098 Erie S-4 Berkshire
steam loco and tender both in OBs. The locos and tenders have never been run, C9-10. Also included is a Bowser Mfg.
Co. HO scale 500600 PRR E-6 Atlantic steam loco and and tender in OB, C8.
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2682 Bachmann Plus HO scale 31305 Niagara 4-84 steam loco and NYC tender, 31220 NYC EMD F7A and a 31222 NYC
EMD F7B all in OBs. Also included is a Bachmann HO scale Union Pacific steam loco and tender, 710 USRA 0-6-0
steam loco and Pennsylvania tender and a Hersheys Milk Chocolate boxcar all in OBs. The trains have never been run, C9
-10.

2683 Life-Like HO scale 8194 Proto 2000 series E8/9 loco, 08364 GP38-2 Conrail, 8391 steam loco with Pennsylvania slopeback tender, 8514 Erie covered hopper, 8446 Southern Pacific gondola and an 8510 Reading coal hopper all in OBs. The
08364 is C8. The rest of the items have never been run, C9-10. Also included are Tyco HO scale 256 Chattanooga steam
loco and tender, 368C Wonder Woman boxcar, Stewart Hobbies HO 8460 F3A phase IV powered Erie diesel and a Desire
Trolley all in OBs, C9-10.

2684 AHM HO scale 5098 NYC 4-6-4 Hudson steam loco and tender, Pennsylvania diesel loco, 5581-04 Tony the Tiger plug
door boxcar and 5611 assorted Railroad signals and signs. The diesels and signs are C8. The boxcar is C10. Also
included are IHC HO scale M622 New York Central 4-8-2 Mountain steam loco and tender, M511 Pennsylvania 2-6-0
Mogul steam loco and tender, a 4304 New Your Central sound car and Athearn HO scale 3329 PA-1 DMY Erie
Lackawanna diesel and a 3309 PA-1 PWR Erie Lackawanna diesel all in OBs. The locos and car have never been run, C9
-10.

2685 Hornby HO scale Thomas the Tank R256 freight set factory sealed in OB and a selection of Thomas the Tank cars and
accessories including; R383 Gordon loco, tender, R120 express composite coach, two R121 express brake coaches, R104
cattle wagon, R109 brake van, three R105 Tidmouth milk wagons, R226 water tower, R229 engine shed, R230 goods shed
and miscellaneous cars. Also included is a Ertl fat controller and the station porter, Just Toys Schemer Shining Time
Station figure, Choo-Choo Peek-A-Boo cardboard book, ornament and a Shining Time Station Tis A Gift Holiday Special
VCR tape. The items are C9-10.

2686 Korber Models Hometown U.S.A. HO scale 104 three stall roundhouse factory sealed in OB, C10. Also included is a large
selection of HO scale buildings and accessories. Please view photo to verify selection and condition. This lot will be sold
as is with no returns.

2687 Miscellaneous Railroad memorabilia; Lionel collectible train watch, factory sealed, childs T-Shirt and sweatshirt, train
whistle, tie, Chessie System ruler, pack of All Aboard postal card, belt buckles and a Railroad crossing sign. Please view
photo to verify selection and condition. This lot will be sold as is with no returns.

2688 Selection of Union Pacific Railroad color travel pamphlets. The pamphlets are complete and show minor wear. Also
included is The Overland Trail From The Golden Gate to The Great Salt Lake Along the Southern Pacific-American
Canyon Route via Ogden vintage color photo book. Please view photo to verify selection and condition.

2689 Selection of metal Railroad plaques in protective sheets with binder. Please view photo to verify selection and condition.
2690 TootsieToy vintage green and red automobiles and a military jeep., C7.
2691 Selection of toy train reference books including; Greenbergs Operating & Repair Manual Lionel-Fundimensions 1970
-1978 by Stan Shantar, Greenbergs Guide to Lionel Fundimensions Trains 1970-1985 by Roland LaVoie, Greenbergs
Guide to Lionel Trains with 1989 Supplement 1970-1989 by Roland LaVoie and On the Right Track the History of Lionel
Trains 75th Anniversary by Fundimensions. Also included is a selection of modern era Lionel catalogs including; 1971,
1973, 1975, 1974 HO, miscellaneous flyers and pamphlets. Catalogs and pamphlets are in like new condition. Please view
photo to verify selection and condition.

2692 Lionel selection of postwar catalogs; 1946 reproduction, 1947 Consumer, 3-D glasses from 1948, 1949 Track Layout,
1950 Consumer, 1953 Consumer, 1954 Accessory, 1954 Consumer, 1955 Accessory and 1955 Consumer. The 1955
Accessory has a damaged back cover. Also included are two framed ads for Lionel trains, one from National Geographic
magazine 1952 and one from Country Gentleman 1953. Please view photo to verify selection and condition.
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2693 Lionel selection of postwar catalogs; 1956 Consumer, two 1957 Consumers, 1957 Accessory, 1957 HO, four 1958
Consumers, 1958 Accessory, 1959 Consumer, four 1960s Consumer, 1961 Consumer, 1962 Plasticville, 1965 Consumer
and two 1966 Consumers. Please view photo to verify selection and condition.

2694 Lionel selection postwar of operating booklets for the following years; two 1946s, 1947, 1949, 1950, two 1952s, two 1953,
two 1954s, 1956 and 1960. Also included are 1953 and 1954 Accessory booklets, 1949 Facts for the man who sells Lionel
Trains, 1965 How to Operate Lionel Trains and a selection of original instruction sheets. Please view photo to verify
selection and condition.

2695 Selection of vintage layout items and landscaping. Please view photo to verify selection and condition. This lot will be
sold as is with no returns.

2696 Toy Train reference books; Greenbergs Guide to Gilbert Erector Sets Volume One 1913-1932 by William M. Bean and Al
M. Sternagle, Complete Service Manual for American Flyer Trains by K-Line and Greenbergs Price Guide to American
Flyer S Gauge by Paul G. Yorkis, PH.D., James D. Walsh, Linda and Bruce Greenberg. Please view photo to verify
selection and condition.

2697 Railroad reference books; A Classic Collection of the Finest Great Railway Photographs in the British Isles by Eric Treacy
and The Last Steam Railroad in America by Thomas H. Garver. Books are in like new condition.

2698 Selection of reference books including; Back Bar Breweriana; A Guide to Advertising Beer Statues and Beer Shelf Signs
by George J. Baley, A Collectors Identification and Value Guide Collecting Toys by Richard O’Brien and Comic Strip
Toys by Kenny Harman. Also included is a Collectors Showcase America’s Premiere Pictorial Magazine for Collectors
from November/December 1982 Volume 2/Number 2. Please view photo to verify selection and condition.

2699 Selection of Antique Toy World magazines from 1999-2005. Some issues may be missing. Please view photo to verify
selection and condition.

2700 Selection of Antique Toy World magazines from 2006-2012. Some issues may be missing. Please view photo to verify
selection and condition.

